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INTRODUCTIONIntroduction

DMM has proudly manufactured climbing hardware 
in North Wales since 1981. Over that time we have 
established a reputation for innovation and producing 
premium quality equipment. The high standards of 
quality control maintained throughout the process of 
taking the raw material to finished product, including 
testing and inspection, are reflected in the fact that 
each and every day, thousands of people around the 
globe rely on DMM products to safeguard their lives.
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DMM offers a range of colour and coating options 
on alloy and steel products to aid environmental 
concealment and noise suppression.  Further 
customisation services, such as identification markings 
and bespoke sewn elements are also available to create 
a custom product specific to its end use.

  
Colours  
All of our carabiners are available anodised in 
matt grey, olive, black or sand. Colours listed in the 
‘Available As’ table on the product page are stock 
standard items. Colours not listed are subject to 
minimum order quantities and lead times.
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Sewn Product 
Customisation 
Customisation options also extend to our sewn 
products where we can sew bespoke lengths of a 
sling in a variety of technical Dynatec, nylon and 
polyester webbings that are suitable for safety 
critical environments. 

Our sewing capabilities extend from basic 
bar tacking of webbings to webbing harness 
manufacture and termination of ropes to produce 
custom lanyards.

We can also add unique reference numbers, 
names, or insignias to all the slings we 
manufacture.

Anodising  
Anodising is our standard coating process for use 
on aluminium products. This process not only gives 
corrosion and wear resistance, but also allows for 
colour to be used for aesthetics or identification. 
By fine tuning the anodising process we are able to 
offer a range of subdued colours in a matt finish. 
The anodising process we use conforms BS EN 
ISO 7599:2010 Class AA10 sealed. This process 
will withstand the rigours of 48 hours neutral salt 
spray as described in ISO 9227. All our aluminium 
alloy products are anodised and finished to BS EN 
ISO 7599:2010 class AA10 sealed.

Unique Customisation 
We are able to offer customers the option of 

unique laser markings on their products to 

aid identification and internal administration. 

Information such as unit insignia or 

identification codes can be lasered onto 

anodised or Cerakote finished products.

Anodising Unique Customisation Sewn Product Customisation 

Cerakote   
Cerakote is a ceramic based coating that has 
excellent wear, hardness, chemical resistance, 
abrasion resistance and colour consistency. 
Cerakote is available in a wide variety of colours 
as well as reduced visual-IR signature detection 
versions to further aid environmental concealment. 

For more information regarding Cerakote finishes 
please visit:  
www.cerakoteguncoatings.com/testing/ 

Cerakote is our premium tactical finish and is 
available as a bespoke upgrade on most DMM 
metal products.  Please contact us for more details.

Cerakote 

PVC Coating   
Selected products are available with a PVC 
coating. As well as providing a protective finish, 
PVC reduces noise created when coated products 
interact with other objects. PVC coating is 
invaluable in scenarios where sound suppression is 
a priority, and is available in a variety of colours to 
help blend into surroundings.

PVC Coating 

Simple Customisation 
The simple customisation has become very popular amongst our customers who want a specific colour or 
finish. We have a variety of options:

  
Orders and Enquiries 
Minimum order quantities apply. For any further information or to discuss your bespoke product 

requirements please contact our Tactical Manager, Paul Edwards, on +44 (0)7880 315763 or email 

paul.edwards@dmmwales.com.
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CARABINERS  
& QUICKDRAW
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Carabiners & Quickdraws

Carabiners are at the heart of our product range and are a fundamental part of any climber’s 
rack. DMM’s comprehensive collection is built on the solid basis of thirty plus years of working 
with metal at our manufacturing base in north Wales, combined with the knowledge gained 
from even more years of climbing.

Military climbing has many forms, from sea cliffs and crags to Alpine style mountaineering, 
from urban climbing to simply moving on steep terrain with heavy kit.

DMM produce a range of carabiners to meet the differing demands of these disciplines - 
each carabiner and quickdraw in our range has its own character with a set of features and 
benefits that define their most appropriate use.

Strength 
(minor axis)

WeightStrength 
(gate open)

Gate 
opening

Dimensions

Key to symbols

Strength 
(major axis)



Carabiner and Quickdraw Features

Our carabiners are engineered so as to ensure 

a firm and even gate pressure, reducing the 

chance of their strength being compromised 

by an open gate. While the European rating for 

gate-open strength is 7kN, all our biners are at 

least 9kN and the Thor gives the security of 11kN.

A steep top bar on a biner drives any load 

towards the apex so that they’re loaded in their 

strongest orientation; along their major axis or 

back-bar. Similarly, a deep rope basket will also 

help ensure correct loading.  

A large gate notch runs the risk of snagging 

on gear or loading the biner in a dangerous 

orientation if it gets hung-up. To avoid this our 

biners are either clean nose or have a small 

notch in the nose.

Biners featuring a greater rope bearing radius 

are kinder to ropes, reducing wear on them and 

giving softer impact forces. 

At every stage of carabiner construction sample 

testing takes place. Following assembly every 

biner is laser etched with a unique serial number 

for complete traceability.

Dynatec and nylon are the two materials used 

for quickdraws. Weight for weight Dynatec is 

stronger than nylon so is popular with trad 

climbers as the tape can be thinner, so more 

flexible and lighter. It also absorbs less water 

than nylon so is a better choice for winter use. 

For sport climbing where it is common to work 

routes, wide nylon tape that is easy to grab hold 

of is often used. Quickdraws come in a variety 

of lengths as longer draws will reduce rope drag 

on meandering routes.  
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Spectre 2

XSRE

Carabiner & Quickdraw Range Carabiners shown in standard colours for illustration.

Super-light – Minimal weight and maximum  performance 
when every gram counts

Chimera

Alpha Light

Phantom

Alpha Trad

Thor

Alpha Sport

Aero

Revolver

Oval Straight Gate

Alpha Steel
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All-rounders – Multi-tasking biners that take sport, trad, 
winter and alpine in their stride

Sport – Robust, strong and carefully designed for quick 
clipping and great handling

Specialist – Biners for specific applications
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Chimera   
An evolution of our ever popular Phantom, the Chimera is 
the ultimate in high performance, light weight, clean nosed 
biners. Perfectly suited to trad or alpine adventures where 
a light rack adds to your chance of success.

FEATURES

> Designed for maximum strength with minimum  
 weight at 30g

> Clean nose for snag-free clipping and unclipping 

> Quickdraws supplied on 8mm Dynatec with rubber keeper

23kN

7kN

9kN

30g   

21mm

53 x 90mm
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AVAILABLE AS Colour Cat No.

Chimera - Black A398BLK

Chimera - Grey A398MG

Chimera - Olive A398OLI

Chimera Quickdraw 12cm - Grey/Olive A398MG-12

Chimera Quickdraw 18cm - Grey/Olive A398MG-18

Chimera Quickdraw 25cm - Grey/Olive A398MG-25
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Phantom     
The tried, tested and trusted favourite of the international trad scene. 
Clean lines, high strength to weight ratio, and simple functionality 
combine to make this the perfect featherweight biner.

  
Alpha Light    
This ergonomic, clean nose wire gate is the lightest option for those who 
prefer the handling of the shaped back of the Alpha series. The kinked 
back provides a large gate opening for assured clipping and the generous 
internal radii add durability whilst being kind to ropes. A lightweight and 
fully featured all-rounder that is ideal for all types of trad climbing.

FEATURES

> Clean nose and ergonomic back for fast and easy clipping

> Deep rope basket adds security

> Strong and light

> Quickdraws supplied on 8mm Dynatec with rubber keeper

FEATURES

> Designed for maximum strength and functionality with  
 minimum weight 

> Rope groove to locate rope correctly

> Multi-purpose: Use it for quickdraws, alpine draws,  
 racking cams, freedom leashes, nut keys…

> Quickdraws supplied on 8mm Dynatec with rubber keeper

23kN

7kN

9kN

32g

23mm

54 x 92mm

23kN 

7kN 

9kN 

28g 

21mm

52 x 99mm
AVAILABLE AS Colour Cat No.

Alpha Light - Black A518BLK

Alpha Light - Grey A518MG

Alpha Light - Olive A518OLI

Alpha Light - Sand A518SAND

Alpha Light Quickdraw 12cm - Grey/Olive A518MG-12

Alpha Light Quickdraw 18cm - Grey/Olive A518MG-18

Alpha Light Quickdraw 25cm - Grey/Olive A518MG-25

AVAILABLE AS Colour Cat No.

Phantom - Black A318BLK

Phantom - Grey A318MG

Phantom - Olive A318OLI

Phantom Quickdraw 12cm - Grey/Olive A318MG-12

Phantom Quickdraw 18cm - Grey/Olive A318MG-18

Phantom Quickdraw 25cm - Grey/Olive A318MG-25
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Alpha Trad     
The Alpha Trad is a highly featured technological marvel. At only 
35g for a full size, clean nose, ergonomic wire gate, it really is 
punching above its weight. What this means to a climber is all-
season functionality and rapid, secure clipping in even the scariest 
situations.  All of this with no weight penalty over standard biners.

FEATURES

> Full size: easily clipped with gloves or when under stress

> Kinked back gives great handling

> Clean nose for snag-free clipping and unclipping

> Quickdraws supplied on 16mm nylon

AVAILABLE AS Colour Cat No.

Alpha Trad - Black A508BLK

Alpha Trad - Grey A508MG

Alpha Trad - Olive A508OLI

Alpha Trad - Sand A508SAND

Alpha Trad Quickdraw 12cm - Grey/Olive A508MG-12

Alpha Trad Quickdraw 18cm - Grey/Olive A508MG-18

Alpha Trad Quickdraw 25cm - Grey/Olive A508MG-25

Alpha Trad Quickdraw 12cm - Grey/Sand A508SAND-12

Alpha Trad Quickdraw 18cm - Grey/Sand A508SAND-18

Alpha Trad Quickdraw 25cm - Grey/Sand A508SAND-25

24kN

7kN 

9kN 

35g 

25mm

59 x 99mm
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Thor    
The burly all-rounder that can take anything that you throw at it; 
bolts, trad, winter and summer. The clever design features reduce 
rope wear and contribute towards a softer catch. If you want only 
one biner in your arsenal, this is it.

  
Spectre 2      
The combination of impressive specs, beautiful design, 
and incredible versatility has made the Spectre 2 a 
champion for those climbers building up their racks.

DMM’s best selling carabiner.

FEATURES

> 11kN gate open strength for increased safety

> High strength body gives extra margins of safety if the  
 carabiner is loaded badly

> Large rope bearing radius for decreased rope wear and  
 softer impact forces

> Quickdraws supplied on 16mm nylon

FEATURES

> 33g for a full size biner

> 9kN gate open strength

> Shrouded nose for increased security

> Quickdraws supplied on 16mm nylon

28kN

7kN 

11kN 

36g 

25mm

57 x 98mm

24kN

8kN 

9kN 

33g 

23mm

56 x 97mm

All-rounders
M

ulti-tasking biners that take sport, trad, w
inter and alpine in their stride

AVAILABLE AS Colour Cat No.

Thor - Black A388BLK

Thor - Grey A388MG

Thor - Olive A388OLI

Thor Quickdraw 12cm - Grey/Olive A388MG-12

Thor Quickdraw 18cm - Grey/Olive A388MG-18

Thor Quickdraw 25cm - Grey/Olive A388MG-25

AVAILABLE AS Colour Cat No.

Spectre 2 - Black A358BLK

Spectre 2 - Grey A358MG

Spectre 2 - Olive A358OLI

Spectre 2 - Sand A358SAND

Spectre 2 Quickdraw 12cm - Grey/Olive A358MG-12

Spectre 2 Quickdraw 18cm - Grey/Olive A358MG-18

Spectre 2 Quickdraw 25cm - Grey/Olive A358MG-25

Spectre 2 Quickdraw 12cm - Grey/Sand A358SAND-12

Spectre 2 Quickdraw 18cm - Grey/Sand A358SAND-18

Spectre 2 Quickdraw 25cm - Grey/Sand A358SAND-25

Spectre 2 Quickdraw 12cm - Grey/Black A358SBLK-12

Spectre 2 Quickdraw 18cm - Grey/Black A358BLK-18

Spectre 2 Quickdraw 25cm - Grey/Black A358BLK-25
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Alpha Sport    
Light enough for onsighting, sturdy enough for a prolonged 
siege; the Alpha Sport is the perfect quickdraw to ensure that 
a fumble clip isn’t the cause for another redpoint attempt.

FEATURES

> Ergonomic design and clean nose for quick, easy and safe  
 clipping and stripping

> Quickdraws supplied on easy to grab Vari-width webbing  
 for working routes

> ‘Solid’ rope bearing areas for increased durability

 
AVAILABLE AS Colour Cat No.

Alpha Pro - Grey A521MG

Alpha Clip - Olive A526OLI

Alpha Sport Quickdraw 12cm - Grey/Olive A526MG-12

Alpha Sport Quickdraw 18cm - Grey/Olive A526MG-18

Alpha Sport Quickdraw 25cm - Grey/Olive A526MG-25

Alpha Pro

24kN

8kN

9kN

46g   

22mm

61 x 102mm

Alpha Clip

24kN

8kN

9kN

47g   

25mm

61 x 102mm
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Aero     
Even our entry level biners are hot forged and feature the 
clean nose design that sport climbers crave. With a durable, 
solid bar construction, this is the biner of choice for those 
working routes, or for those not counting grams. Ideal as a 
starter sport draw.

Aero Bent Gate

24kN

8kN

9kN

48g   

24mm

61 x 103mm

Aero Straight Gate

24kN

8kN

9kN

47g   

20mm

61 x 103mm

FEATURES

AVAILABLE AS Colour Cat No.

Aero Straight Gate - Black A221BLK

Aero Straight Gate - Grey A221MG

Aero Bent Gate - Olive A226OLI

Aero Nylon Quickdraw 12cm - Grey/Olive A226BLK-12

Aero Nylon Quickdraw 18cm - Grey/Olive A226BLK-18

Aero Nylon Quickdraw 25cm - Grey/Olive A226BLK-25

> Hot forged DMM quality

> Clean nose for increased security and ease of stripping   
 steep routes

> Quickdraws supplied on 16mm nylon
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Alpha Steel    
The world class Alpha in steel, our premium gym draw for unparalleled clipping and durability. 
The large hot forged rope radius adds lifetime to both the biner and ropes, and softer catches for 
climbers. An optional easy-fit captive bar allows easy maintenance and inspection.

FEATURES

> Ideal for high wear points: bolts 1 and 2, and changes in  
 direction/angle

> Clean nose for snag-free clipping and unclipping

> Available as singles, captive, non-captive, and full gym  
 quickdraw sets

AVAILABLE AS Cat No.

Steel Alpha C526TAC

Steel Alpha with Captive Bar C526CBTAC

Steel Alpha with Captive Bar plus 12cm VW QD C526CB-12TAC

Steel Alpha with 12cm VW QD plus 10mm PPE 
maillon

C526-12MRTAC

Steel Alpha with Captive Bar plus 12cm VW QD with 
10mm PPE maillon

C526CB-12MRTAC

Steel Alpha with Captive Bar plus 18cm VW QD C526CB-18TAC

Steel Alpha with 18cm VW QD plus 10mm PPE 
maillon

C526-18MRTAC

Steel Alpha with Captive Bar plus 18cm VW QD with 
10mm PPE maillon

C526CB-18MRTAC

10mm PPE Maillon PPENZ10

The lowest quickdraws 
are often subject to 
acute changes of angle 
in rope direction and 
this causes increased 
wear on the carabiner.

Bolts before distinct 
cruxes will see the most 
falls and are therefore 
subject to increased wear.

Sudden changes 
in direction, 
overlaps and 
roofs also cause 
the rope to run 
through harsh 
angles and 
accelerate wear 
on the carabiners.

The Alpha Steel is ideal for every clip in a gym, or it can be used selectively at the key points on climbing walls 
where the carabiner is subject to higher wear:

26kN

9kN 

14kN 

134g 

25mm

62 x 107mm

Specialist
Biners for specific applications
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Revolver Wire Gate    
The DMM innovation that reduces rope drag.  
An internal pulley wheel allows the rope to glide 
through the quickdraw, proving very useful on long 
pitches, crux bolts and changes in direction. Used 
as a biner, it makes light work of crevasse rescue, 
light hauling, and rescue.

  
Oval Straight Gate     
The classic oval with a DMM twist. The I-Beam 
construction gives a full size, high quality, 
lightweight biner that has many applications from 
big walling to racking gear.

  
XSRE    
Although ‘not-for-climbing’ we couldn’t help 
ourselves when the demand for a smaller 
accessory biner came up. With all of the signature 
DMM features, clean nose, I-Beam, anodised, we 
have created the world’s finest mini biner. At only 
8g and with a 4kN rating we still haven’t run out of 
possible applications.

FEATURES

> Integral pulley functions up to 11kN loading

> Use on the rope end of key quickdraws to minimise  
 rope drag

> Useful in many rope work situations

FEATURES

> Not PPE, Not for climbing

> 1000’s of uses; from key rings to dog leads

> Available in three colours

FEATURES

> Clean nose design for snag-free usage

> Solid gate as preferred for racking purposes

> Generous rope bearing radius

24kN

7kN

9kN

51g   

24mm

59 x 103mm

25kN

12kN

7kN

65g   

23mm

63 x 110mm

4kN

8g   

13mm

32 x 57mm
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AVAILABLE AS Colour Cat No.

Revolver - Black A238MBLK 

Revolver -  Grey A238MG

Revolver - Sand A238SAND

AVAILABLE AS Colour Cat No.

XSRE - Black A531BLK

XSRE - Grey A531MG

XSRE - Sand A531SAND

AVAILABLE AS Colour Cat No.

Oval Straight Gate - Black A321BLK

Oval Straight Gate - Grey A321MG

XSRE and Oval Straight Gate



Locking Carabiners

A locking carabiner provides security and peace of mind for uses where it is 
critical that the gate remains closed, such as when belaying, abseiling or at 
main anchor points.

We build our locking carabiners to resist worst case scenarios 
where they are pushed and levered against edges or loaded 
heavily when poorly orientated. That means we engineer 
our biners to hugely exceed the current EN standards and 
perform brilliantly out in the field.

The same attention to detail applies to the shape and 
geometry of our lockers – they are designed to be 
functional whilst being as safe and light as possible; 
we build carabiners that load correctly so that 
the chances of a carabiner flipping into a weak 
orientation are minimised.

We have the most advanced carabiner hot forging 
capability in the world and can move metal around a 
forging die with expert precision to ensure generous, 
textile-friendly radii, high strength, and low weight. 

All our aluminium lockers are hot forged from high 
quality 7075-T6 alloy and benefit from a clean nose design 
to prevent snagging, and are fully anodised.

Our lockers maximise performance without sacrificing safety  
and functionality.

LOCKING  
CARABINERS 
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Strength 
(minor axis)

WeightStrength 
(gate open)

Gate 
opening

Dimensions

Key to symbols

Strength 
(major axis)
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Locking Carabiner Range Carabiners shown in standard BLT/Lime for illustration.

30kN Boa

Klettersteig

Zodiac

Belay Master 2

Rhino

Sentinel

Aero HMS

Shadow

Phantom

Aero

Ultra D

Ultra O

Revolver

Steel I-Beam Oval

Steel I-Beam Shadow

Steel I-Beam  
Klettersteig

Steel I-Beam Boa

Rigging – Strong, high volume carabiners for 
applications such as setting up belays 

Belay  – Optimised for use with belay/abseil 
devices 

Personal locker – General purpose 
biners that are carried when climbing and used 
on sling runners/multi-pitch belay stances 

Specialist  – Application specific lockers Steel Lockers 
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Locking Mechanisms
DMM produce a variety of locking mechanisms that each have their own strengths

¢

¢

¢

¢

¢

¢

Locking Carabiner Features 
Locking carabiners are used to perform a variety of tasks. The suitability of a locking carabiner to a 

particular task will depend on its shape, the material it is made from, the type of locking mechanism it uses 

and the design of the body.

Options
Captive Bar 
Most carabiners can be supplied cross-drilled 

to accommodate captive bars. The captive bars 

are not for load bearing use. This means that 

the lanyard or attachment cannot be removed 

and ensures that the direction of force applied in 

the event of a fall is along the major axis of the 

carabiner, giving maximum strength and holding 

power. Available loose with most aluminium and 

steel carabiners. Contact us for further details.

Steel Carabiners 
We also have a range of steel carabiners which 

are heat treated for high strength and durability. 

Widely used for rope access work, they’re also 

popular with outdoor centres for group use. 

Bringing I-Beam construction to our steels has 

reduced the weight without compromising on 

strength. See page page 29 for more information 

on our range of steel carabiners. 

Screwgate – The most popular locking mechanism for climbers. They have a threaded barrel/
sleeve that is rotated to lock the gate. Used for belaying, critical runners and at anchors, 
they’re secure and unlikely to come undone once screwed shut. Our screwgate barrels feature 
a new knurled profile to assist gripping in wet or icy conditions. Compared to other gate 
options screwgate biners are lighter and have a wider gate opening.

Anti-vibe – For extra security an anti-vibe (anti-vibration) screwgate is available with some 
carabiners. Originally developed for systems on helicopters, they also offer added assurance 
where attachment points may not be easily accessible and for bottom roping.

Kwiklock – The Kwiklock automatic locking system is the fastest gate locking mechanism 
to operate. It provides a convenient solution to eliminating the chance that the gate will 
accidentally be left unlocked. 

Locksafe – The triple action of the Locksafe mechanism significantly reduces the chance 
of accidental gate opening and is a major step forward in improving the safety of automatic 
locking connectors.

Durolock – The Durolock (Dual Rotor Lock) was designed to minimise the chances of accidental 
gate opening, and maximise levels of security.  Its complex, yet easy to manipulate gate 
requires four distinct actions to open, and once released, automatically returns to the locked 
position. It is perfect for complex rigging applications.

ANSI – Our Locksafes and Kwiklocks are also available with the very strong ANSI (American 
National Standards Institute standard) compliant gates. Biners with ANSI gates are intended 
for industrial use where the gate may be subject to forces outside of recommended use such 
as cross loading. Any ANSI gate must meet the minimum ‘all round’ gate strength standard of 
16kN: that is minor axis, push-in and side-load tests.

Step 1. Step 2. Step 3. Step 4.

SCREWGATE

ANTI-VIBE SCREWGATE 

KWIKLOCK

LOCKSAFE

DUROLOCK

KWIKLOCK ANSI

LOCKSAFE ANSI

Design
DMM’s priority with all our equipment is safety and 

functionality – locking carabiners are no different.

All of our carabiners meet either the 

mountaineering standard EN 12275 or the industrial 

standard EN 362 (Personal Protective Equipment 

against falls from a Height) for connectors and 

most meet both. However DMM also go beyond 

these standards in several areas and therefore 

all of the barrels in our screwgate range are 

manufactured from high quality 7075-T6 aluminium 

alloy. This means our alloy locking carabiners 

massively exceed the required 1kN push-in test that 

simulates a gate being levered against a sharp edge 

- all carabiners are at least 5kN and the heavy duty 

models exceed 16kN.

All our locking carabiners for 2016 have a keylock 

nose to prevent snagging, but less obvious is the 

fact that many have our patented Taperlock nose 

that gives even greater side-loading strength.

One of our strengths is hot forging and reducing 

weight to a minimum, however we don’t do this 

at the expense of functionality or durability. All of 

our rope radii are made wider than requirements 

so that they are kind to ropes, and any surface 

that has rope running across it, such as on HMS 

belay carabiners, is made round with minimal or 

no I-Beaming so that the rope runs smoothly and 

predictably.

We also take great care with the overall shape of 

our carabiners so that they resist cross loading and 

try to load in the optimal way. Above all just pick up 

one of our lockers and look at the finish, wind the 

barrel up and down to feel how smooth it is and 

open the gate to feel the firm consistent action.

¢
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30kN Boa  
The heavy duty version of the Boa looks very similar 
to its smaller sibling, but is hot forged from 14mm 
rather than 12mm bar to give it the 30kN major axis 
rating required for rescue loads. The deep I-Beam 
forging keeps the weight down to under 100g.

FEATURES

> Suitable for rescue and heavy duty usage

> Minor axis strength of 12kN gives extra safety  
 even when cross loaded

> Large gate opening and massive internal area for  
 easy rigging

> Patented Taperlock nose and burly 7075 barrel  
 give it massive push-in strength

30kN

12kN

9kN

83 x 122mm

95g   

24mm
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AVAILABLE AS Colour Gate Cat No.

30kN Boa Screwgate - Black ¢ A902BLK-NSN

30kN Boa Screwgate - Grey ¢ A902MG

30kN Boa Screwgate - Sand ¢ A902SAND

30kN Boa Anti-Vibe Screwgate - Black ¢ A902AV- BLK

30kN Boa Locksafe - Black ¢ A907BLK-NSN
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Zodiac   
A very strong Offset D locker with a 32kN major axis that is ideal for rescue loads and heavy duty rigging.

This carabiner has been designed to take abuse from Centres and Groups who need a carabiner that loads 
perfectly, resists cross loading and offers that extra safety margin to give peace of mind.

  
Klettersteig  
The largest offset D carabiner in the range has a very large (26mm), clean nosed gate opening and wide top 
bar that make it ideal for clipping safety lines and wide webbing. The large internal volume and high 30kN 
strength also make it ideal as a central connection point for belays and rigging in both personal and rescue racks. 

FEATURES

> Widest gate opening of all our alloy lockers

> Strong 30kN major axis strength suitable for rescue  
 usage

> Patented Taperlock nose and burly 7075 barrel give  
 it massive push-in strength

30kN

14kN

10kN

77 x 120mm

87g   

26mm

32kN

12kN

12kN

66 x 114mm

75g   

18mm

Rigging
Strong, high volum

e carabiners for applications such as setting up belays 

AVAILABLE AS Colour Gate Cat No.

Klettersteig Screwgate - Grey ¢ A842MG

Klettersteig Anti-Vibe Screwgate 
- Black

¢ A842AV-BLK

AVAILABLE AS Colour Gate Cat No.

Zodiac Screwgate - Black ¢ A822BLK-NSN

Zodiac Screwgate - Grey ¢ A822MG

Zodiac Screwgate - Sand ¢ A822SAND

Zodiac Anti-Vibe Screwgate - Black ¢ A822AV-BLK

Zodiac Kwiklock - Black ¢ A823BLK-NSN

Zodiac Locksafe - Black ¢ A827BLK-NSN

FEATURES

> Heavy duty back bar is massively strong 

> Steep top bar directs loads into the spine and away  
 from the gate 

> Patented Taperlock nose and burly 7075 barrel give  
 it massive push-in strength
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Rhino
The Rhino is an evolution of the compact 
personal belay carabiner and has been 
optimised to work in harmony with modern 
belay devices and rope controllers. The 
round top bar reduces lock-downs and gives 
smooth rope control on all tube devices such 
as the Pivot and Mantis. The pronounced 
horn prevents assisted braking devices from 
twisting around the spine and cross-loading 
the carabiner.

  
Belay Master 2   

The original dedicated belaying carabiner has 
been updated to an I-Beam construction, but 
still has a feature set that is hard to beat. The 
nylon clip not only stops the carabiner from 
twisting and being cross loaded, it also stops the 
gate and barrel from being loaded and since 
the clip can only lock when the barrel is screwed 
closed then the clip also acts as a failsafe check 
that the carabiner is ready to use.

A very safe belaying carabiner.

FEATURES

> Nylon clip ensures carabiner is loaded correctly; the  
 barrel is closed and the gate cannot be levered open.

> Thick, full section top bar is well rounded to give   
 consistent rope control and durability

> Works well with tube devices, assisted locking devices  
 and friction knots

> Replacement clip for Belay Master and Belay Master 2  
 available

FEATURES

> Compact, personal belay carabiner that combines   
 perfect performance with safety

> Works well with tube belay devices, friction knots and  
 assisted belay devices – a complete solution for belay  
 duties

> Works well with other rope controllers such as back-up  
 devices, pulleys and ascenders, preventing them from  
 cross loading

> Flat base sits well in belay loops and helps the carabiner  
 load correctly

27kN

9kN

7kN

75 x 100mm

73g   

20mm

25kN

10kN

8kN

70 x 115mm

93g   

24mm
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AVAILABLE AS Colour Gate Cat No.

Belay Master 2 - Black ¢ A872BLK

Belay Master 2 - Grey ¢ A872MG

Belay Master 2 - Sand ¢ A872SAND

AVAILABLE AS Colour Gate Cat No.

Rhino Screwgate - Black ¢ A542BLK

Rhino Screwgate - Grey ¢ A542MG

Rhino Screwgate - Sand ¢ A542SAND

Custom Cerakote finish
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Aero HMS
A classically featured HMS that offers exceptionally smooth rope control and fantastic durability thanks to 
the solid bar construction which gives a very rope friendly diameter of 13mm - this means smooth locking 
and fast pay-out of rope with minimal snatching of the belay device. The plain construction hides the fact 
that it is still a fully hot forged, clean nose carabiner with our advanced patented Taperlock nose that gives 
massive push-in strength to the gate.

  
Sentinel   
The Sentinel is our lightest belay carabiner, but it is probably best thought of as a multi-functional locker that 
belays nicely too. Compact and light, the Sentinel has an asymmetric HMS shape that gives it a wide gate 
opening and wide top bar - perfect for rigging belays and clove hitches on trad routes.

FEATURES

> Compact, light and strong – a great all-rounder

> Clean nose, wide gate opening and long top bar make  
 rigging fast and easy

> Asymmetric shape helps drive loads along the spine for  
 better strength to weight performance whilst also  
 improving ergonomics

24kN

10kN

8kN

66 x 99mm

54g   

20mm

FEATURES

> Classic mid-size HMS that offers superior rope control  
 with a 13mm diameter on the top bar.

> Very strong construction

> Patented Taperlock nose and burly 7075 barrel give it  
 massive push-in strength

25kN

10kN

7kN

69 x 114mm

85g   

19mm

Belay
Optim

ised for use w
ith belay/abseil devices 

AVAILABLE AS Colour Gate Cat No.

Sentinel Keylock Locksafe 
- Black

¢ A267BLK

Sentinel Screwgate - Grey ¢ A262MG

Sentinel Screwgate - Sand ¢ A262SAND

AVAILABLE AS Colour Gate Cat No.

Aero HMS Screwgate - Grey ¢ A362MG
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Shadow   
The perfect mid-size Offset D for personal climbing – strong, light and handles beautifully. Using our I-Beam 
technology we have removed and redistributed as much metal as possible to give a carabiner that has an 
18mm gate opening and a weight of 50g. All the typical DMM features are present – a clean nose with push-in 
strength that is five times the European standard, a squared off spine that helps the carabiner sit in your 
palm without twisting and beefed up contact areas that are kind to gear.

  
Phantom    
Very light, very strong and very useable. We followed the same reasoning with the Phantom Screwgate 
as we did with the Phantom – making the lightest, strongest carabiner that was still a joy to handle with no 
compromises given to strength, safety or ergonomics. Clean nosed, 42g, 23kN major axis strength and a big 
6kN gate push-in strength – enough said.

FEATURES

> The offset D locker for all round personal climbing

> Strong, light and with great ergonomics that makes use  
 with gloves straightforward

FEATURES

> Our lightest screwgate carabiner at 42g

> 9kN minor axis and 23kN major axis strength

> The spine has a squared off, flat back that sits securely in  
 the palm to reduce twisting

> Clean nose and 6kN push-in strength

23kN

8kN

9kN

54 x 94mm

42g   

15mm

24kN

7kN

9kN

62 x 102mm

50g   

18mm
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AVAILABLE AS Colour Gate Cat No.

Shadow Screwgate - Black ¢ A302BLK

Shadow Screwgate - Grey ¢ A302MG

Shadow Screwgate - Sand ¢ A302SAND

AVAILABLE AS Colour Gate Cat No.

Phantom Screwgate - Grey ¢ A312MG

Phantom Screwgate - Sand ¢ A312SAND
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Aero    
Our classic Offset D locker is fully hot forged with a clean nose and well-rounded radii that are kind to 
equipment. It is typically very strong across all axes and even the gate is rated to 6 times the European 
standard. DMM quality and fantastic value. 

FEATURES

> Durable

> Clean nose

25kN

9kN

9kN

62 x 102mm

60g   

19mm

Personal locker
General purpose biners that are carried w

hen clim
bing 

and used on sling runners/m
ulti-pitch belay stances 

AVAILABLE AS Colour Gate Cat No.

Aero Screwgate - Grey ¢ A372MG
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Ultra O  
The perfect locker for use with pulley systems, swivels or shackles. The Ultra O is a full size oval carabiner that 
has become the carabiner of choice for arborists because of its high strength, low weight and stable loading 
characteristics. The symmetrical shape is slightly larger than normal and this allows equipment to sit centrally 
and not shift under load whilst also allowing the user to stack equipment on either side.

  
Ultra D  
The largest of our screwgates for general use is a hybrid of an oval and an offset D to give an almost 
symmetrical D. This gives a very strong (30kN major axis) carabiner that also has a wide gate opening of 
22mm at a weight of only 80g. The Ultra D also features our patented Taperlock clean nose that offers 
superior strength. Great for heavy duty rigging and for use on lanyards with a captive eye. Also surprisingly 
good as a belay biner.

FEATURES

> Ideal for systems where stability under load is critical  
 i.e. rescue or hauling systems involving pulleys, swivels  
 or shackles 

> Very strong oval locking carabiner with a class-leading  
 strength to weight ratio

> Clean nosed gate with a high push-in strength

25kN

12kN

7kN

63 x 109mm

67g   

22mm

FEATURES

> Fantastic strength to weight ratio with a large gate  
 opening

> Patented Taperlock nose and burly 7075 barrel give it  
 massive push-in strength

30kN

12kN

9kN

66 x 113mm

80g   

22mm
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AVAILABLE AS Colour Gate Cat No.

Ultra D Screwgate - Grey ¢ A332MG

Ultra D Anti-Vibe Screwgate - Black ¢ A822AV-BLK

Ultra D Kwiklock - Grey ¢ A333MG

AVAILABLE AS Colour Gate Cat No.

Ultra O Screwgate - Black ¢ A322BLK-NSN

Ultra O Screwgate - Grey ¢ A322MG

Ultra O Screwgate - Sand ¢ A322SAND

Ultra O Locksafe - Black ¢ A327BLK
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Revolver  
The DMM innovation that reduces rope drag.  
An internal pulley wheel allows the rope to glide through the quickdraw, proving very useful on long pitches, 
crux bolts and changes in direction. Used as a pulley, it makes light work of crevasse rescue, light hauling, 
and rescue.

FEATURES

> Integral pulley functions up to 11kN loading

> Use on the rope end of key quickdraws to minimise rope  
 drag

> Useful in many rope work situations

23kN

8kN

8kN

60 x 109mm

63g   

16mm

Specialist
Application specific lockers 

AVAILABLE AS Colour Gate Cat No.

Revolver Screwgate - Black ¢ A272BLK

Revolver Screwgate - Grey ¢ A272MG

Revolver Screwgate - Sand ¢ A272SAND

Revolver Screwgate - Olive ¢ A272OLI
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  Ultima Scaffold Hook  
Quite possibly the best looking scaffold hook ever produced. Hot forged alloy body for excellent strength 
(38kN) to weight (431g) ratios. The ANSI certified Kwiklock gives a lightweight hook with excellent security 
reserves.

FEATURES

> Hot forged and heat treated aluminium  
 for lightness and maximum strength

> Keylock clean nose for snag-free connection

38kN

143 x 237mm

431g   

53mm

AVAILABLE AS Colour Gate Cat No.

Ultima Kwiklock ANSI - Olive ¢ A734ANSIOLI

Ultima Kwiklock ANSI - Sand ¢ A734ANSISAND



Oval  

Compact, strong and hard 
wearing yet incredibly versatile in 
application. The Oval shape helps 
centralise loaded connectors, 
slings, pulleys, etc. minimising the 
unnerving jumping of equipment 
associated with more extreme D 
shaped connectors.

Offset D  

An Offset D connector takes the 
spinal loading strengths of a D 
shaped back but extends the 
basket at one end to maximize 
gate opening and overall 
size without compromising 
ergonomics and weight.

Boa  

The Boa can be used for many 
applications where a large gate 
opening or large internal volume 
are required. The smooth rounded 
internal form is very useful when 
rotating the carabiner through 
attachment eyes and the basket 
curves nicely to allow central 
hanging of the loaded component.

Equal D  

A long standing favourite in our 
height safety range, the 10mm 
steel Equal D connector strikes 
a perfect balance between 
strength, weight and usability. 
Recommended as a general 
connector.

Klettersteig   

The Klettersteig shape takes the 
spinal loading strengths of a ‘D’ 
shaped carabiner and the basket 
volume increase of an ‘Offset 
D’ and then extends them even 
further to give a high volume, 
super-strong connector.

Captive Eye   

Minimum fuss, maximum security 
and predictability. Captive Eye 
connectors, when sewn into 
systems, give fixed connections 
that are almost impossible to 
misalign in ‘real life’ use.
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Steel Carabiner Range 

Steel carabiners are the first choice in 

applications where weight is not an issue. 

Multiple back designs and gate options give a 

vast array of choice. 

Stainless Steel Carabiners 
Perfect for aggressive working environments 

such as marine/offshore, mining and chemical 

plants. Manufactured from high strength marine 

grade 316 stainless steel for maximum corrosion 

resistance.

Locking Mechanisms 
There are five locking mechanisms available on 

all our steel carabiners. More information on 

these is available on 17.

Colours 
For more information on colour options available 

on our range of Steel carabiners and connectors, 

please see page 5.

Available in:
Steel Stainless Steel

Available in:
Steel

Available in:
Steel Stainless Steel

Available in:
Steel Stainless Steel

Available in:
Steel

Available in:
Steel
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Steel I-Beam Shadow    
A compact and relatively light steel offset D locking carabiner. Great for rescue and rigging situations where 
strength is important, but the gear needs to be transported. Also perfect for centre use in setting up top ropes.

  
Steel I-Beam Ultra O   
A high strength oval with superior abrasion resistance and strength properties compared with aluminium 
is ideal for intense use or high load rigging. The oval shape offers great stability when rigging rope or sling 
systems and reduces the chances of loads shifting accidentally - perfect for any situation where you need to 
keep the load in a straight line. It is also less prone to cross loading due to its shape.

AVAILABLE AS Gate Cat No.

Steel I-Beam Shadow Screwgate ¢ C302

Steel I-Beam Shadow Kwiklock ¢ C303

Steel I-Beam Shadow Locksafe ¢ C307

FEATURES

> I-Beam construction allows maximum strength while  
 minimising weight

> Relatively light for a steel locker

> Also commonly used for lanyards and cowstails

> Keylock nose allows snag-free rigging

50kN

TBC

145g   

TBC

AVAILABLE AS Gate Cat No.

Steel I-Beam Ultra O Screwgate ¢ C322

Steel I-Beam Ultra O Kwiklock ¢ C323

Steel I-Beam Ultra O Locksafe ¢ C327

FEATURES

> I-Beam construction allows maximum strength while  
 minimising weight

> Perfect for rigging systems where loads must not shift  
 accidently

> Also commonly used for lanyards and cowstails

> Keylock nose allows snag-free rigging

36kN

TBC

160g   

TBC
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Steel I-Beam Boa     
A large capacity carabiner with a huge feature set – a wide gate opening for easy clipping, a long top bar 
takes wide webbing or multiple knots, the offset HMS shape offers stable loading for both running ropes and 
static loads.

  
Steel I-Beam Klettersteig    
The Klettersteig is a large capacity carabiner with a wide gate opening. The wide top bar will take webbing up 
to 50mm wide as well as multiple knots. The wide gate opening and good handling make it popular for rescue 
and evacuation.

AVAILABLE AS Gate Cat No.

Steel I-Beam Boa Screwgate ¢ C892

Steel I-Beam Boa Kwiklock ¢ C893

Steel I-Beam Boa Locksafe ¢ C897

FEATURES

> I-Beam construction allows maximum strength while  
 minimising weight

> Large gate opening and wide top bar makes clipping fast  
 and easy

> Designed to load well with wide webbing and complex  
 rigging

> Keylock nose allows snag-free rigging

45kN

TBC

247g   

TBC

AVAILABLE AS Gate Cat No.

Steel I-Beam Klettersteig Screwgate ¢ C84K2

Steel I-Beam Klettersteig Kwiklock ¢ C84K3

Steel I-Beam Klettersteig Locksafe ¢ C84K7

FEATURES

> I-Beam construction allows maximum strength while  
 minimising weight

> Large gate opening and wide top bar makes clipping fast  
 and easy

> Designed to load well with wide webbing and complex  
 rigging

> Keylock nose allows snag-free rigging

50kN

TBC

225g   

TBC

Steel Lockers 
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  Steel Pear Shaped Scaffold Hook 
Our steel, round-bar sectioned Pear Shaped Scaffold Hook feels great in the hand and has a high-volume 
clipping basket to deal with most types of scaffolding tubes. The ANSI compliant Kwiklock mechanism 
increases the push in and side strength of the gate/nose interface to in excess of 16kN.

  Steel Side Opening Scaffold Hook 
A more compact Scaffold Hook that still gives a massive gate opening due to its side opening facility. The ANSI 
compliant Kwiklock mechanism increases the push-in and side strength to in excess of 16kN.

AVAILABLE AS Gate Cat No.

Steel Pear Shaped Scaffold Hook Kwiklock ¢ C734

Steel Pear Shaped Scaffold Hook Kwiklock ANSI ¢ C734ANSI

FEATURES

> Cold forged and heat treated steel for high strength  
 and durability

> ANSI compliant gate also available

35kN

131 x 232mm

740g   

52mm

Kwiklock

35kN

131 x 232mm

786g   

50mm

Kwiklock ANSI

AVAILABLE AS Gate Cat No.

Steel Side Opening Scaffold Hook Kwiklock ANSI ¢ C763ANSI

FEATURES

> Compact design to maximise clearance

> Side opening to allow clipping to larger anchor sections  
 such as scaffolding

40kN

103 x 194mm

462g   

55mm



Protection

Here at DMM we understand that placing protection on traditional climbs is  
a real art. Thankfully, living in Snowdonia, it is something we have ample 
opportunity to practice. All around us are classic mountain crags and sea cliffs 
where we can test out and refine our designs.

Cracks come in all shapes and sizes, some are tiny, and some are big enough to 
swallow a fist. Some are curved, some are parallel, some are knobbly, 

and some are just plain awkward. With this mind, our protection 
range includes several options including both Cams and passive 
protection and covers placements from 4mm to 114mm. 

A climber’s rack is a very personal thing, built with experience 
as routes get tucked under the belt and the mileage 

increases. The DMM protection range caters for climbers 
of all abilities, on all rock types, on all routes.
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(active)

WeightStrength
(passive)

Range Colour

Key to symbols

Strength Range
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Dragon Cam  (New for 2016)    
The 2016 Dragon cam features our new patented TripleGrip cam 
lobes which are engineered to maximise holding power, especially 
in sub-optimal placements. The new hot forged and CNC’d lobes 
feature increased contact surface area with a raw ‘Alu’ finish, more 
bite-points, and improved torsional rigidity, all combine perfectly 
with the tried and trusted 13.75° camming angle and extendable 
sling to create the next generation of camming perfection.

FEATURES

> TripleGrip cam lobes for increased holding power and  
 reduced walking

> Raw Alu lobe surface for better performance in slick rock  
 such as limestone

> Increased surface contact area for higher performance in  
 softer rock

> Better torsional rigidity to withstand bending forces in  
 sub-optimal placements

> Colour coded for easy size identification

> New thumb press and sling improves ergonomics

> Extendable 8mm Dynatec sling to save on quickdraws

> Eight sizes cover placements from 14mm to 114mm and  
 weigh between 75g and 277g

Size 00

14 - 21mm
16 - 25mm

20 - 23mm 24 - 41mm

29 - 50mm 38 - 64mm

50 - 84mm
68 - 114mm

14 - 21mm
16 - 25mm

20 - 23mm 24 - 41mm

29 - 50mm 38 - 64mm

50 - 84mm
68 - 114mm

14 - 21mm
16 - 25mm

20 - 23mm 24 - 41mm

29 - 50mm 38 - 64mm

50 - 84mm
68 - 114mm

14 - 21mm
16 - 25mm

20 - 23mm 24 - 41mm

29 - 50mm 38 - 64mm

50 - 84mm
68 - 114mm

14 - 21mm
16 - 25mm

20 - 23mm 24 - 41mm

29 - 50mm 38 - 64mm

50 - 84mm
68 - 114mm

14 - 21mm
16 - 25mm

20 - 23mm 24 - 41mm

29 - 50mm 38 - 64mm

50 - 84mm
68 - 114mm

14 - 21mm
16 - 25mm

20 - 23mm 24 - 41mm

29 - 50mm 38 - 64mm

50 - 84mm
68 - 114mm

14 - 21mm
16 - 25mm

20 - 23mm 24 - 41mm

29 - 50mm 38 - 64mm

50 - 84mm
68 - 114mm

14kN 277g14kN 68 - 114mm Grey14kN 195g14kN 50 - 85mm Sand

14kN 148g14kN 38 - 64mm Olive14kN 119g14kN 29 - 50mm Black

14kN 108g14kN 24 - 41mm Grey14kN 97g14kN 20 - 33mm Sand

12kN 85g12kN 16 - 25mm Olive9kN 75g9kN 14 - 21mm Black

Size 0

Size 1 Size 2

Size 3 Size 4

Size 5 Size 6

Ac
tiv

e 
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n

AVAILABLE AS Colour Cat No.

Dragon 00 - Black A73500TAC

Dragon 0 - Olive A7350TAC

Dragon 1 - Sand A73501TAC

Dragon 2 - Grey A73502TAC

Dragon 3- Black A73503TAC

Dragon 4 - Olive A73504TAC

Dragon 5 - Sand A73505TAC

Dragon 6 - Grey A73506TAC

Dragon Set 00, 0 & 1 A70500/1MOD

Dragon Set 2, 3 & 4 A7052/4MOD
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Wallnuts    
Refined over many years, the Wallnuts are as popular as ever with climbers; from those taking their first 
steps onto rock, to the seasoned campaigner - proof that they really do work. Wallnuts are the backbone 
of any trad rack, with most climbers carrying at least one full set and supplementing them with the more 
specialised passive protection from the DMM range. The carefully calculated sizing and angles, unique 
scoops, and multiple placement options all add up to increase the chances of getting that 10/10 runner that 
allows you to press on upwards.

FEATURES

> Eleven colour coded sizes offer easy identification and  
 cover placements from 6.7mm to 37.4mm

> Lightweight and strong

> Recessed wires on sizes 1-6 to increase durability and  
 shallow placement options

> Anodised for corrosion resistance

1 7kN 15g Olive 6.7 / 14.3mm

2 9kN 26g Sand 8.1 / 15.8mm

3 11kN 28g Grey 9.4 / 16.5mm

4 12kN 30g Black 11.0 / 17.6mm 

5 12kN 32g Olive 13.2 / 19.4mm

6 12kN 39g Sand 15.6 / 22.6mm

7 12kN 40g Grey 18.9 / 25.8mm

8 12kN 45g Black 22.3 / 29.0mm

9 12kN 50g Olive 25.2 / 32.1mm

10 12kN 56g Sand 28.8 / 32.6mm

11 12kN 68g Grey 33.1 / 37.4mm

AVAILABLE AS Colour Cat No.

Wallnut 1 - Olive A1611MOD

Wallnut 2 - Sand A1612SAND

Wallnut 3 - Grey A1613MG

Wallnut 4 - Black A1614BLK

Wallnut 5 - Olive A1615MOD

Wallnut 6 - Sand A1616SAND

Wallnut 7 - Grey A1617MG

Wallnut 8 - Black A1618BLK

Wallnut 9 - Olive A1619MOD

Wallnut 10 - Sand A1620SAND

Wallnut 11 - Grey A1621MG

Wallnut Set 1-11 A1611/21MOD

Wallnut Set 1-6 A1611/16MOD

Wallnut Set 3-8 A1613/18MOD

Wallnut Set 7-11 A1617/21MOD
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Torque Nuts    
Outrageously light and strong, the Torque Nuts 
take over where the Wallnuts leave off. Starting 
at 31 mm and continuing to a whopping 71mm, 
this versatile set takes care of wide crack passive 
protection with gusto. The carefully shaped bodies 
allow the climber to place the Torque Nut like a 
Wallnut in a constriction in one orientation, and in 
the other, the Torque Nut really ‘cams’ - allowing 
protection in parallel cracks. Once the placement is 
solid, the clever sling system (patented) that helped 
you rack the Torque neatly and away from your 
knees can be extended out of the depths of 
the crack, reducing rope drag and adding 
security to your runner.

  
HB Alloy Offsets    
Where do you turn when the cracks are flared? No 
good for standard wires? Too open for a cam? The 
legendary Hugh Banner came up with the answer: 
Offsets. An ideal complement to a standard rack, 
the five sizes of HB Alloy Offsets can provide solid, 
confidence inspiring placements where simply 
nothing else will work to get you out of that jam.

FEATURES

> Five colour coded sizes

> Multiple placement options for each size

> A hugely useful addition to Wallnuts

FEATURES

> Four sizes cover a huge range from 31mm to 71mm

> Colour coded for easy identification 

> Patented 8mm extendable Dynatec sling allows compact  
 racking and easy extension

> Multiple placement options per size

AVAILABLE AS Cat No.

Torque Nut 1 A1741MG

Torque Nut 2 A1742BLK

Torque Nut 3 A1743OLI

Torque Nut 4 A1744SAND

Torque Nut Set 1-4 A1741/44MOD

1 14kN 54g Black 31 / 41mm

2 14kN 70g Olive 36 / 49mm

3 14kN 104g Sand 44 / 59mm

4 14kN 146g Grey 54 / 71mm

7 12kN 27g Black 12.0 / 15.1mm

8 12kN 30g Olive 13.5 / 17.9mm

9 12kN 37g Sand 17.1 / 21.4mm

10 12kN 45g Grey 19.4 / 25.1mm

11 12kN 56g Black 23.2 / 30.0mm
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AVAILABLE AS Colour Cat No.

Alloy Offset 7 - Black A1817BLK

Alloy Offset 8 - Olive A1818MOD

Alloy Offset 9 - Sand A1819SAND

Alloy Offset 10 - Grey A1820MG

Alloy Offset 11 - Black A1821BLK

Alloy Offset Set 7-11 A1817/21MOD
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Passive Protection

  
Micro Wallnuts    
Designed to fit in placements smaller than a Wallnut 1, these straight sided nuts are suited to the more 
‘standard’ placements and range from 4mm to 12.6mm .

Ultra lightweight, with recessed wire slots and a large surface area to dissipate the load make them a good 
choice for your first step into micro protection, or for routes where suspect rock may be encountered.

  
Peenuts     
Using similar shaping as the HB Alloy Offsets, the Peenuts take all of the advantages and scale them down to 
the smaller sizes. For flared placements, pin scars, and those niggling placements where a standard nut just 
doesn’t quite cut it, the Peenuts are the ideal addition to your rack.

When compared to the HB Brass Offsets, the larger surface contact area on the Peenuts make them more 
suitable to rock types where the force of a fall could cause the failure of the rock rather than the gear.

FEATURES

> Increased placement options

> A versatile addition to the climber’s rack

> Five sizes

1 4kN 8g Grey 6.5 / 11.5mm

2 5kN 9g Black 6.8 / 12.1mm

3 5kN 10g Olive 7.8 / 12.7mm

4 8kN 16g Sand 8.9 / 13.2mm

5 8kN 18g Grey 9.2 / 13.9mm

00 2kN 5g Olive 4.0 / 9.7mm

0 2kN 6g Sand 4.6 / 10.8mm

0.5 4kN 9g Grey 5.1 / 11.7mm

0.75 6kN 10g Black 5.9 / 12.6mm

FEATURES

> A great first set of micro protection

> Four sizes

> Recessed wire and large surface contact area

AVAILABLE AS Colour Cat No.

Peenut 1 - Grey A1511MG

Peenut 2 - Black A1512BLK

Peenut 3 - Olive A1513OLI

Peenut 4 - Sand A1514SAND

Peenut 5 - Grey A1515MG

Peenut Set 1-5 A1511/15MOD

AVAILABLE AS Colour Cat No.

Wallnut  00 - Olive A1600OLI

Wallnut  0 - Sand A1610SAND

Wallnut  0.5 - Grey A1658MG

Wallnut  0.75 - Black A1659BLK

Wallnut Set  00-0.75 A1600/59MOD
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Nutbuster      
So you’ve got all the gear lodged into the crag, now the second has to get it all out. We’ve manufactured the 
Nutbuster to be simple, reliable and user-friendly. The tip of the tool is slimmed down to get to those hard to 
reach micros, and the handle is comfortable rubber to ensure a firm grip when shifting those stubborn nuts. 
The handle can be removed to expose a 17mm spanner for tightening up any loose bolts.

FEATURES

> Rubber handled nut key

> Laser cut from stainless steel

> Lightening holes to reduce weight

> Narrow profile to access deep placements

> 17mm spanner inside handle

AVAILABLE AS Cat No.

Nutbuster - Black C1251BLK

Nutbuster Rubber C1251-01

57g
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Weight Rope 
diameter

Key to symbols

The DMM range of abseil and belay devices allows 
climbers to control ropes effectively and confidently.  
Our belay devices are carefully designed to be 
intuitive in use and compatible with many modern 
ropes, allowing smooth paying out of rope when 
upwards progress is being made, a confidence 
inspiring catch when progress is halted and falls 
are taken, and smooth lowering and abseiling to get 
climbers back to the ground.

The range of abseil devices include the classic 
‘8’ and two evolutions of that timeless design 
that make rope handling on long descents easier, 
especially on heavy duty semi-static ropes.

ABSEIL & BELAY

Abseil & Belay
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Pivot     
Versatile, functional and innovative, the new DMM Pivot is a modern belay device that caters for modern 
belaying techniques with modern ropes. Meticulously researched and developed to provide optimum 
performance both belaying from the harness, and direct from the anchor. The Pivot provides smooth paying 
out, a secure and confident catch, and controlled lowering. The head turner is the innovative pivot - this patent 
pending solution shifts the lever arrangement to allow easily initiated and controlled lowering when used in 
guide/direct mode. Even with a weighty second, the belayer can lower one, both, or either second with total 
control using the specially shaped biner cavity. Once the top is reached, the Pivot will be a trustworthy abseil 
partner for the return to the base. Perfect for alpine, winter, and multi-pitch trad.

  
Bug    
The timeless DMM belay device. The Bug has 
proven popular with everyone from debutant 
climbers, through to heavy duty commercial 
users. A simple, elegant design that minimises the 
chances of mis-threading, provides consistent rope 
handling across a wide range of climbing ropes, 
and a dependable catch when the plummet comes.

  
Mantis
The classic belay device made better. Using the 
same high performance internal geometry as the 
Pivot, the Mantis is an incredibly lightweight belay 
device for use with either single or half ropes in 
situations where direct belaying is not required; 
perfect for the climbing wall and general cragging. 
The carefully sculptured rope grooves offer a 
greater grip on ropes from 7.3mm to 11m, the rope 
slots allow easy loading, and the rear of the device 
ensures adequate lift-off for snag-free paying out. 
If you are after a lightweight, high performance all-
rounder, then the Mantis fits the bill perfectly.

FEATURES

> Multi-use lightweight belay device

> Pivot ensures easy rope control, especially when   
 lowering in guide mode

> Suitable for ropes from 7.3mm to 11mm. 

> Only 72g

> Three colourways (Black, Grey, Sand)

> Recommended with the Rhino for smooth action in  
 guide mode

FEATURES

> An ideal entry level/commercial use belay device

> Suitable for rope 9mm to 11mm

> Dependable and durable

FEATURES 

> High performance belay device

> Two friction modes for varying applications

> Super lightweight at 45g

> Compatible with ropes from 7.3mm to 11mm

45g 7.3 - 11mm
83g 9 - 11mm

72g 7.3 - 11mm

AVAILABLE AS Colour Cat No.

Pivot - Black A116BLK

Pivot - Grey A116MG

Pivot - Sand A116SAND

AVAILABLE AS Colour Cat No.

Mantis - Black A1165BLK

AVAILABLE AS Colour Cat No.

Bug - Black A1180BLK
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Anka 
In applications where heavy use or longer abseils are likely, the Anka is the perfect abseil device. Constant 
abseiling is tough not only on the device, but also on the rope and harness used. The large surface area 
dissipates heat more effectively that a standard eight, reducing the chances of rope glazing, whilst the 
clever 90° offset ensures perfect alignment of the system with the harness meaning less belay loop 
twisting. The key feature is the pronounced wings which really come into their own with inexperienced 
abseilers (think group use). The wings minimise the chance of an accidental ‘lock-up’, meaning smoother 
descents and fewer rescues.

FEATURES

169g

  
Figure of Eight
The classic figure of eight but manufactured to DMM’s high standards. The simple, functional device needs 
no introduction: it has been used in climbing circles for decades. An ideal abseil specific device at a very 
attractive price.

FEATURES

> The classic abseil device

> Durable

> 116g

116g

> The first choice abseil device for intensive use

> Sculpted wings minimise accidental lock up

> 90° offset ensures correct loading

> Highly efficient heat dissipation

> 169g

AVAILABLE AS Colour Cat No.

Anka - Black A1100BLK

AVAILABLE AS Colour Cat No.

Figure of Eight - Black A1150BLK
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    Anthron Ascender   
The Anthron Ascender with grip is a comfortable 
and versatile handled ascender. It uses the same 
rope locking components of all their rope climbing 
devices but has a large volume handle on to make 
rope climbing as simple as possible. High and low 
connection holes maximises versatility in a rescue/
hauling situation.

Anthron Double Stop 
Single Rope Descender    
With the Double Stop Descender, Anthron have 
tackled the age old problem of panic ‘grabbing’ of a 
descending device. By using clever rope geometry, 
there is a sweet spot in the middle of the range to 
lower safely with automatic locking at each end of 
the range, i.e. it will lock virtually hands free when let 
go by the operator and it will also lock if the operator 
squeezes the device too hard. 

    Anthron Chest 
Ascender   
The Anthron Chest Ascender is an integral part 
of their rope ascending system. Similar to their 
Bloquer but with ergonomic curves helping it sit flat 
against the technician’s chest, the Chest Ascender 
is light, basic and secure in use.

Anthron Bloquer 
Ascender    
The Anthron Bloquer ascender is a stripped down 
version of their gripped ascenders with a slot for 
webbing and a connector hole replacing the handle.

Basic and compact, the bloquer works well where 
weight and size are important and they can help 
maximise useable head room in confined space 
rescues.

FEATURES 

> Conforms to EN 567:1997 

> Available in right and left hand versions 

> Anthron Handled ascenders provide comfortable gloved  
 hand operation

> For use on dynamic and static ropes from 8 - 13mm diameter

FEATURES 

> Conforms to EN 567:1997

> Geometry ensures secure attachment to the rope

> For use on dynamic and static ropes from 8 - 13mm diameter

FEATURES 

> Conforms to EN 567:1997

> Can be used as a chest or small ascender 

> Can be attached to the harness with flat webbing or  
 carabiner

> For use on dynamic and static ropes from 8 - 13mm diameter 

FEATURES 

> Suitable for use for loads between 30 and 150Kg

> Recommended for descending up to a maximum of 200m  
 at a time

> Conforms to EN 341 with 11mm ropes

> Conforms to EN 1284 when used with ropes between  
 10mm and 12mm

AVAILABLE AS Cat No.

Ascender with Grip Right Hand AD-10

Ascender with Grip Left Hand AL-15

AVAILABLE AS Cat No.

DSD Plus Single Rope Descender DSDPLUS

AVAILABLE AS Cat No.

Bloquer Ascender AB-20

AVAILABLE AS Cat No.

Chest Ascender AC-30
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When the seasons change, the first snows start to fall, and the freeze sets 
in, winter climbers around the globe are eyeing guidebooks, watching the 
forecast, sharpening tools, and assembling the kit for their first icy mission.

The modern winter climber needs a diverse armoury to cope with the many 
and varied scenarios that are encountered during a typical winter season. 

The DMM axe range is the result of 30 years of technical knowledge 
combined with valuable feedback from a broad range of climbers. The 
underlying requirement was to make a set of tools that offer exceptional 
performance and are built to cater for all activities, from a winter ridge 
walk to the most demanding overhanging ice and mixed testpiece, and 
everything in between. They are engineered to withstand the rigours of 

modern climbing by being ‘bombproof’ - sturdy, strong and dependable.

Our range of winter protection covers the full gamut of possibilities 
from snowy gullies, to vertical waterfall ice, to thin seams - all with 

the DMM attention to detail and high quality workmanship.

Hammer LengthAdze Weight Weight (with 
pick weight)

Key to symbols

Strength

Winter
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  Switch  
Setting new standards for technical climbing in any 
terrain – ice, mixed or alpine.

A true, leashless all-rounder! If swinging around on a 
marginal pick placement with both hands matched, 
gunning for the next sketchy hook is your thing, then 
look no further. Likewise, if quick enchainements in 
the Alps or psychedelically featured continental 
ice float your boat then this is the tool for 
you. The Switch is DMM’s ‘state of the 
art’ full strength leashless tool that 
takes all of our design heritage 
and manufacturing knowledge 
and brings them together as a 
modern classic.

W
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FEATURES

> Glove friendly, CNC’d ergonomic handle with full   
 strength upper and lower rests and supreme stability

> Full strength clip-in point accessible from either rest

> High clearance shaft

> Inboard eyelet allows threading of cord for use with  
 freedom leashes

> Pick weights for bullet hard ice and customised balance

> Supplied with grip tape for handle/shaft customisation

> Supplied with T Rated Ice picks as standard

AVAILABLE AS Cat No.

Switch Axe Black A0291BLK

Switch Hammer Black A0292BLK

Hammer version

50cm 640g 684g

50cm 632g 676g

Ic
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Adze version

Pick Weights
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Grippy Grip Tape  
Perfect for keeping your axe in your hand for that 
bit longer, also adding insulation from the cold on 
those technical mixed routes where hot aches are 
only a matter of time. Customise 
any axe in our range, by 
wrapping this round the 
shaft, increasing the 
hand position options 
for any sort of winter 
excursion.

Switch & Apex 
Accessories  

AVAILABLE AS Cat No.

Grippy Grip Tape A0PIB-3

Switch/Apex - Mix Compact Adze C0281

Switch/Apex - Mix Hammer C0282

Switch/Apex - Ice Compact Adze C0283

Switch/Apex - Ice Hammer C0284

Switch/Apex - Mix Mountain Adze C0285

Pick Weights Set + Bolts C0286

Switch, Apex, Fly, Raptor Bolt set (x2) post 2005 A1450S

Freedom Leash A0130

Freedom Leash with Phantoms A0130-316

FEATURES

> Hot forged, ergonomic handle

> Dual hand rests for leashless climbing

> High clearance shaft

> Pick weights for bullet hard ice and customised balance

> Supplied with grip tape for handle/shaft customisation

> Supplied with T Rated Ice picks as standard

> Available as Adze or Hammer

AVAILABLE AS Cat No.

Apex Axe - Black A0281BLK

Apex Hammer - Black A0282BLK

Apex   
A radically curved technical tool for hard icefalls 
and modern mixed climbing. The Apex is a superbly 
balanced precision tool ready to tackle steep ice, 
massive mountain routes and mixed test pieces. The 
curved shaft provides an ergonomic hand position 
and impressive clearance around bulging ice. Can 
be used with leashes in traditional climbing mode, 
but excels without leashes for the more modern 
approach. The one piece T rated Ice and  
Mixed picks cover all bases..

Switch/Apex Mix Adze

Switch/Apex Ice Adze

Apex top hand rest

Pick weight set & bolts

50cm 629g 673g

50cm 614g 658g

Ice Axes

Freedom Leash    
Enjoy the benefits and freedom of leashless climbing 
without the risk of losing your tools. Perfect for 
both beginner and advanced climbers tackling long 
committing routes and all-round winter climbing.

The small loop half way down the leash is for 
emergency self-rescue. It allows the climber to attach 
a carabiner and pull back up to the axes if they lose 
their grip and fall into space whilst the axes stay 
buried in the ice – pulling up the leash without this 
would be pretty hard especially with thick gloves on.

NB: This item is 
purely intended as 
a leash to prevent 
dropping your tools 

- At no point must 
it be relied upon to 
provide security e.g. 
for use in a belay.
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Fly   
Tried and tested the world over, our go anywhere, 
do anything, classic winter tool is even better. The 
original Fly has been used on the first ascents of 
challenging lines throughout the world for the last 
two decades. With this latest evolution we’ve updated 
the tools with modern climbing in mind; an improved 
handle, an improved pick set, a lower hand rest as 
standard and the option of either a Choke Hold leash 
or an upper rest.

FEATURES

> Hot forged, ergonomic handle

> Bottom hand rest for optimum support

> Available as Adze or Hammer

AVAILABLE AS Cat No.

Fly Axe with upper rest - Black A0271BLK

Fly Hammer with upper rest -Black A0272BLK

  Fly & Raptor Accessories 

AVAILABLE AS Cat No.

Fly/Raptor Mix Pick Adze 2012 onwards C0273

Fly/Raptor Mix Pick Hammer 2012 onwards C0274

Fly/Raptor Alpine Pick - Adze 2012 onwards C0261

Fly/Raptor Alpine Pick - Hammer 2012 onwards C0262

Switch, Apex, Fly, Raptor Bolt set (x2) post 2005 A1450S

Fly/Raptor Mix Adze

Fly/Raptor Alpine Adze

Fly top hand rest

50cm 718g

50cm 721g

Ic
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FEATURES

> Hot forged, ergonomic handle

> Can be fitted with Fly pick for more technical terrain

> Supplied with Choke Hold Leash

AVAILABLE AS Cat No.

Raptor 50cm Axe - Black A0251BLK

Raptor 50cm Hammer - Black A0252BLK

Raptor 55cm Axe - Black A0253BLK

Raptor 55cm Hammer - Black A0254BLK

Raptor    
A versatile tool for mountaineering, winter walking and 
classic climbs.

Developed in conjunction with guides and 
mountaineering instructors, the Raptor is a classic tool 
that is built to last. The aggressive alpine picks deal 
easily with steep couloirs, ridges, glacier work and yet 
are still effective at self-arrests. The full size hammer 
and adze can cope with everything from cutting steps 
to chopping ledges, from bashing pegs to digging out 
belays. The gently curved shaft allows extra clearance 
whilst swinging and daggering, yet does not hinder 
hammering, step cutting, or plunging the tools.

50cm 644g

55cm 665g 

50cm 664g

55cm 685g

Ice Axes
W

INTER 

    Choke Hold Leash    
A well designed and comfortable leash. Easy to use, 
even with full winter gloves or mitts.

Standard Leash    
A simple but very effective leash design suitable for 
a wide range of axes.

AVAILABLE AS Cat No.

Standard Leash A0156

33g

AVAILABLE AS Cat No.

Choke Hold Leash A1359

33g
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  Deadman    
Decent belays in classic snow gullies can be hard to 
find. Sometimes on a big open snow slope there will 
be no other possible options beyond burying your 
axes, and that won’t work very well unless the snow 
is hard.

The Deadman gives you an element of security in 
some of the most insecure places. Make sure you’ve 
got one clipped to the back of your harness the next 
time you head out winter climbing.

  Bulldog    
Winter climbing protection is often about making 
the best of what’s available. In an ideal world, this 
would be ice screws in bullet hard ice and ‘bomber’ 
rock protection throughout. However, our winter 
world is far from ideal and so inventive use of our 
Bulldog has been crucial in offering protection in 
frozen turf, thin icy cracks and marginal ice smears 
for over two decades. Our new, updated Bulldog 
keeps its versatility, but it’s lighter, easier to place 
and easier to remove than its predecessor.   

  Terrier    
A reliable companion through thin and testing 
times. The Terrier is a perfect addition to the winter 
climber’s rack. Micro-constrictions, thin-seams, and 
turfy blobs can provide an oasis of security in a 
desert of winter madness.

360g

FEATURES

AVAILABLE AS Cat No.

Bulldog C1375BLK

> Improved hammering area for speedy placements

> Positive removal fin

> Lightening holes trim weight and help extraction

> Extendable 11mm Dynatec sling

> Rated to 15kN

150g 15kN FEATURES

> Snow protection device

> Lightweight design

> Stainless steel striker plate

> 4mm galvanised wire

> Epoxy powder coated for durability

FEATURES

AVAILABLE AS Cat No.

Terrier C1385BLK

> Positive removal fin

> Lightening holes trim weight and help extraction

> Extendable 11mm Dynatec sling

> Rated to 15kN

73g 15kN

  Vault  (New for 2016)      
Applying our metalworking experience to a 
product traditionally made of plastic has enabled 
us to maximise torsional rigidity and security, and 
also provide a locking option that minimises the 
chances of accidental gate opening, keeping your 
equipment safely in place.

The locking mechanism gives the climber the 
option to manually select either open or locked, 
allowing the Vault (patent pending) to behave like 
a standard racking biner on the dreamy pure ice 
pitch, but with a twist of the gate you secure your 
expensive ice screws for the horror show mixed 
chimney, or for carrying your axes on the descent.

FEATURES

> Safe, strong and secure racking for ice screws and tools

> Available as wire gate or locking gate 

> Low profile nose minimises hook-ups 

> Low profile locking mechanism does not affect clipping

> Compatible with most climbing harnesses featuring ice  
 clipper slots

> Max webbing size: 45 x 3mm

> 2.5mm Allen key required

AVAILABLE AS Cat No.

Vault Locking A552

Vault Wire Gate A558

AVAILABLE AS Cat No.

Deadman - Black A1300BLK

Deadman - White A1300WI
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  Claw     
Based on the key components of the reliable DMM Fly axe, the Claw has been designed for specialist 
personnel operating on steep ground where an absence of handholds makes movement difficult. Two 
versions are available, an axe with a broad adze for excavation work, and a hammer. The hammer version has 
a soft replaceable Thor head which is sympathetic to our aluminium ground anchor, the Talon. The soft head 
is also significantly quieter when placing gear. The pick on both versions has a T-Shaped cross section that 
increases surface area, reducing the risk of ‘pull through’ and increasing safety and stability, especially when 
the operator is heavily laden.   This feature also allows the Claws to be placed as supplementary anchors in 
series to reinforce existing gear or alongside the Talon.

AVAILABLE AS Cat No.

Claw Axe - Black A0301BLK

Claw Hammer - Black A0303BLK

FEATURES

> Specialist tool for stability when moving over steep  
 ground

> Hammer and adze versions available

> Replaceable Thor hammer head

>  T-shaped cross section for increased hold

> Strong and Compact construction (overall length 37cm)

Steep Terrain
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  Talon  
The Talon is a steep earth anchor born from the need to 
protect users operating in terrain where traditional anchors are 
marginal or non-existent.

It has been designed as a ground anchor for back-roping 
stretchers on steep ground where the consequence of 
failure is not catastrophic.

There is no rating available for this product.  
During field trials mountain rescue 
teams achieved strength ratings 
greater than 5kN.

AVAILABLE AS Cat No.

Talon - Black GFAS-BLK

Talon - Grey GFAS-MG

Talon - Red GFAS-RD375 x 180mm

FEATURES

> Lightweight aluminium construction  

> Serrated top edge for additional security

> Equipped with 11mm Dynatec sling

> Retaining pin for efficient storage and racking 

Talon - Red

Talon - Black

710g
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RIGGING & DEVICES

DMM have developed a range of rope management tools and devices which offer 
customers a solution when faced with difficult and complex situations.

Tree work sites can be demanding places: work at height within complex 3D structures, 
heavy rigging with impact loads and exposure to the elements. Arborists need to be 
strong and ingenious to be productive, just like their kit! DMM continue to develop their 
product range to help meet the requirements of this fast moving, hardworking industry. 
Working in close cooperation with industry partners Treemagineers Ltd, we have 
brought new concepts and advances in product performance to tree care, by focusing 
on the best of design, top quality materials and ground-breaking manufacturing 
techniques.

Rigging & Devices

Weight Rope 
diameter

Key to symbols

Strength Dimensions Size Maximum 
Breaking Strength

Working 
Load Limit
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Catch   
The Catch is a towable rope adjustment device 
conforming to EN 12841:2006 Type A. The Catch 
features a non-aggressive stainless steel cam 
which is spring loaded allowing it to be positioned 
on the rope while the user is working.

The patent pending Towable Release Mechanism 
allows the user to tow the device while 
simultaneously descending.

Buddy 100    
The Buddy 100 is a hands free trailing fall arrest 
device that will follow the user up and down the 
rope with minimum user intervention. Minimalist 
design makes inspection and installation simple, 
whilst top quality materials increase durability with 
minimum weight penalty.

FEATURES

> Fall arrest device conforming to EN 353-2:2002

> Free following for protection both and up and down a  
 safety line

> Suitable for ropes 10.5mm to 11mm

> Rated for single person loading

AVAILABLE AS Cat No.

Buddy 100 - Black BUD100BLK

Buddy 200     
The Buddy 200 is a hands free trailing fall arrest 
device that will follow the user up and down the 
rope with minimum user intervention. Minimalist 
design makes inspection and installation simple, 
whilst top quality materials increase durability with 
minimum weight penalty.

FEATURES

> Fall arrest device conforming to EN 353-2:2002 and  
 ANSI Z359.12(2007)

> Free following for protection both and up and down a  
 safety line

> Suitable for ropes of 11mm to 12mm

> Rated for single person loading

AVAILABLE AS Cat No.

Buddy 200 - Black BUD200BLK

95 x 78 x 29mm 10.5 - 11mm 192g
95 x 78 x 29mm 11 - 12mm 192g

FEATURES

> Back-up device can be towed whilst descending

> Features patented Towable Release Mechanism

> Screw lockable for semi-permanent attachment to rope

> Large attachment eye for multiple connections

95 x 78 x 29mm 11mm 315g

AVAILABLE AS Colour Cat No.

Catch - Black CTC100MBLK

Catch - Sand CTC100SAND
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  Bat Plates  
Developed with professionals in the rescue industry, DMM’s range of rigging plates integrates design, 
performance and strength. CNC machined from aluminium alloy which is then heat treated to make DMM’s 
Bat Plates super strong, surprisingly light and incredibly versatile.

The ‘Bat’ shape minimises height loss in complex rigging scenarios, while generous radii allow direct 
attachment of textiles, ropes and connectors.

FEATURES

> Four sizes for all rigging situations

> 19mm holes (13mm on XS) for connector compatibility

> ‘Textile friendly’ surfaces with large radii

> High strength to weight ratio

XS 36kN 7kN 62 x 62 x 8mm 37g

S 60kN 12kN 129 x 95 x 10mm 159g

M 60kN 12kN 189 x 97 x 10mm 247g

L 60kN 12kN 249 x 99 x 10mm 322g

AVAILABLE AS Colour Cat No.

Bat Plate L - Grey RIG-L-MG

Bat Plate M - Black RIG-M-BLK

Bat Plate S - Olive RIG-S-OLI

Bat Plate XS - Grey RIG-XS-MG

  Rigging Hubs 
DMM’s Rigging Hubs have a wide range of uses limited only by imagination. Designed to be textile friendly, 
webbing and rope will feel equally at home with our hubs. The various slots and holes can manage multiple 
anchor systems and the curved surfaces allow opposed carabiners, prusik loops, webbing slings and girth 
hitches to sit comfortably. 

FEATURES

> Connector and textile friendly

> Assists in organising systems and other components  
 where a single anchor point is required

> Multi-directional loading capability including 3D rigging

> Direct textile attachment reduces the potential for  
 the build up of torsional forces and eliminates   
 misconfiguration of remote connectors

> High strength, large radius centre ring optimises running  
 rope applications

AVAILABLE AS Cat No.

Rigging Hub Small ARB-HUB108

Rigging Hub Large ARB-HUB175

S 80/45kN 16/10kN 119mm 260g

L 150/45kN 30/10kN 169mm 550g

Custom Cerakote finish
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  Axis Swivels    
The DMM Axis Swivel is a step up from the norm. Designed to be compact, strong and incredibly smooth.

The smooth bearings, textile friendly surfaces and high strength of the Axis Swivel ensures efficiency within 
lifting systems. The carefully designed attachment holes offer the possibility of multiple configurations.

FEATURES

> Two sizes to suit all rigging situations

> Large apertures for multiple attachment and  
 multi-directional loading options

> Large high quality bearings for maximum smoothness  
 and durability

> High strength to weight ratio

AVAILABLE AS Cat No.

Axis Swivel S - Black SW100BLK

Axis Swivel L - Black SW200BLK

  Compact Swivels  (New for 2016)    
The Compact Swivel Range is perfect for use at 
equipment junctions where torsion needs management 
to minimise the twisting of ropes or prevent components 
from being misaligned or incorrectly configured.

Engineered to achieve high strengths and outstanding 
functionality using hot forged and CNC’d components, 
with high quality internal bearings to ensure smooth and 
reliable rotation.

For the Focus and Nexus ranges, the user replaceable 
shackle allows installation on a fixed eye and locks 
securely in place with a 2 stage locking bolt.

FEATURES

> Textile friendly

> Optional ‘grommet’ for perfect configuration

> User maintainable grease port for bearing longevity

> Double locking stainless steel axle

AVAILABLE AS Cat No.

Mini-Swivel SW400

Focus - S SW440

Focus - L SW450

Compact Shackles  S - D Shape SW410

Compact Shackles  L - Bow Shape SW420

Nexus 1 SW470

Nexus 2 SW480

Nexus 3 SW490

Mini-Swivel

Focus

Compact Shackles

Nexus

S 36kN 8kN 80 x 50 x 33mm 117g

L 50kN 10kN 96 x 60 x 39mm 184g

Axis Swivel L - Standard colour Axis Swivel S - Black
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  RPM Shackles   
Developed with professionals in the rescue industry, DMM’s range of rigging plates integrates design. This 
revolutionary pulley/Prusik-minding modular structure is a high strength and torsion-resistant building block 
used within rescue and rigging operations.

FEATURES

> Modular: Cartridges can be easily exchanged to   
 reconfigure shackles for a wide range of uses 

> Compact: short components with a handy friction cord  
 that provides reliable grab function and lowering ability

> Positive locking pins: facilitate speedy connection/ 
 disconnection of friction hitch cord

More information at dmmwales.com
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  Gyro Pulleys  (New for 2016)   
The new Gyro pulley range has been precision 
engineered in our factory in Wales using hot forging 
and CNC techniques to create textile friendly, 
efficient and high performance pulleys. Big bore axle 
technology provides increased resistance to side 
plate leverage.

FEATURES

> Compact, lightweight and strong

> Rounded rope-friendly fairleads

> Precision engineered for durable consistent   
 performance

> Textile compatible becket

AVAILABLE AS Cat No.

Gyro PUL230

Gyro PM PUL231

Gyro Twin PUL241

Gyro

Gyro PM Gyro Twin

50kN 10kN
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Triple Attachment 
Pulley  
The Triple Attachment Pulley combines the high 
efficiency of our pulleys with a small three hole 
rigging plate to give an extremely versatile piece of 
equipment. It can obviously be used as a standard 
pulley, but the additional holes allow it to be guided 
or controlled without adding any complication into 
the system.

Triple Attachment 
Rapide Pulley 
The Triple Attachment Rapide Pulley is an even 
more efficient version of our popular Triple 
Attachment Pulley. It combines a small three hole 
rigging plate with a pulley as before, but the pulley 
spins on a high efficiency roller bearing making it 
even smoother and therefore much more efficient 
in a full range of applications. It can obviously be 
used as a standard pulley, but the additional holes 
allow it to be guided or controlled without adding 
any complication into the system.

Pinto Pulley   
With hardly a straight line in sight, the hot forged 
curves and fairlead flares of our Pinto Pulley make 
for an ultra-efficient, textile friendly environment.

Clip, hitch, splice or thread the anchor holes or 
the becket to give numerous work and rescue 
configurations.

Pinto Rig Pulley   
Slightly larger than the Pinto and accommodating 
a larger rope diameter, the Pinto Rig also has a 
high efficiency roller bearing giving ultra-smooth 
operation.

FEATURES

> Recommended for aborist, rescue, hauling and many  
 applications where friction reduction is required

> Pre lubricated Oilite bushing for smooth operation and  
 minimal maintenance

> Spacers available to support the anchor holes when  
 textile connecting elements compress the side plates

> Rope diameter ≤14mm

FEATURES

> Recommended for aborist, rescue, hauling and many  
 applications where friction reduction is required

> High efficiency roller bearing for ultra-smooth operation

> Spacers available to support the anchor holes when  
 textile connecting elements compress the side plates

> Rope diameter ≤16mm

FEATURES

> Recommended for arborist and rescue applications

> Rope and textile friendly edges allow direct attachment

> Pre lubricated Oilite bushing for ultra-smooth operation

> Available in Grey or Sand

AVAILABLE AS Cat No.

Triple Attachment Pulley - Grey PUL100MG

Triple Attachment Pulley - Sand PUL100SAND

FEATURES

> Recommended for arborist and rescue applications

> Rope and textile friendly edges allow direct attachment

> High efficiency roller bearing for ultra-smooth operation

AVAILABLE AS Cat No.

Triple Attachment Rapide Pulley - Black PUL100RAPIDE-BLK

36kN 7kN 94 x 68 x 33mm 133g 14mm

36kN 7kN 94 x 68 x 33mm 135g 14mm   

AVAILABLE AS Cat No.

Pinto Spacer PUL110-SPA

 Pinto Rig Spacer PUL120-SPA

Pinto  Spacer
An essential component for Pinto and Pinto Rig 
applications where textile connecting elements 
tend to compress the side plates.

FEATURES

> Hole diameters 15mm

> Two widths: 12mm and 14mm

50kN 10kN 90 x 43 x 32mm 114g 14mm
50kN 10kN 100 x 48 x 37mm 165g 16mm

AVAILABLE AS Cat No.

Pinto Pulley - Grey PUL110MG

AVAILABLE AS Cat No.

Pinto Rig Pulley - Olive PUL120OLI
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Captain  (New for 2016)   
The Captain is a self-locating, high strength hook that 
has been designed and tested with the DMM trademark 
attention to detail.  

The pivoting D-shackle removes torsional friction 
and interacts beautifully with the carefully sculpted 
hook form to ensure reliable location on any anchor, 
specifically for connecting to remote anchors to 
facilitate controlled sideways movement (traversing). 

Once in place, the quality engineering ensures a rated 
strength of 18kN (dependent on the anchor quality).

FEATURES

> Self-righting/locating 

> High strength 18kN

> Snag-free rackability

> Customisable nose weighting

> Textile compatible hot forged connecting D-shackle

AVAILABLE AS Cat No.

Captain - Matt Grey TH100MG

Captain - Red TH100

  Anchor Rings 
DMM Anchor Rings are simple, functional anchor 
components that can accommodate a number of 
textile elements or up to four carabiners. Our rings 
are a ‘must have’ bit of kit for anyone who works at 
height and are ideal for scenarios where a closed,  
tamper-proof connector is preferred, for example, 
when establishing remote anchor points.

FEATURES

> Textile and connector friendly

> Range of sizes for all scenarios

> Interlock with Revolver Locksafes to ensure correct  
 roller orientation

> Can be utilised, with an appropriate connector, to add  
 friction to systems

AVAILABLE AS Cat No.

Anchor Ring 26mm R500-26

Anchor Ring 28mm R500-28

Anchor Ring 34mm R500-34

Anchor Ring 40mm R500-40

  Thimbles 
The humble Thimble has evolved into a high 
strength, stylish, corrosion resistant, closed 
anchor component for rope and wire of all types. 
Investment cast in stainless steel and then heat 
treated, DMM Equalizing Thimbles have smooth 
surfaces throughout. Can be used as a transition/
junction point between a range of hardware 
and textile components or to form an open 
eye in textile loops enabling the quick and easy 
attachment of components.. 

FEATURES

> Rope and connector friendly

> Compatible with ‘moving’ or stationary rope

> Can be  used in place of a pulley in a  
 compact hauling system to reduce the   
 overall height of the system

> Available in 6mm, 8mm, 10mm and 12mm

AVAILABLE AS Cat No.

Thimble 6mm x 19mm S2900

Thimble 6mm x 22mm S2906

Thimble 8mm S2908

Thimble 8mm with tab S2908T

Thimble 10mm S2910

Thimble 10 mm
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Climbing harnesses are wonderful things that are expected to truly multi-task for the 
climber. You want to feel like they are not there - freedom of movement, softness, and 
breathability as standard. The next moment, they are required to be a comfortable 
seat - supportive, plush, and sculpted. Whilst all that is going on, they are the carrier of 
the valuable rack - organised, strong, with good load distribution. When everything has 
gone wrong, and you are plummeting earthwards, a harness is part of the safety chain 
that prevents the crater… and when the day is done, it needs to be lightweight  
and packable.

All of the DMM harnesses will prevent the ‘crater’ but as you can see, the demands list 
is a big ask! As a result, each harness model includes safety as standard. The rest of 
the features are a carefully blended balance of the criteria above to make each one a 
top performer for its chosen task. Be it multi day big walls, the big redpoint, lightweight 
mountaineering, or intensive group use, the DMM harness range has an offering to suit 
the discerning user.

Harnesses

HARNESSES

Waist sizeWeight Leg size

Key to symbols

Size
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  Renegade 2  
Our benchmark all-rounder: supportive, massive 
amounts of racking, a true trad harness suitable for 
everything from single pitch headpoints, to extended 
forays onto multi-pitch, multi-day adventures. The 
innovative floating waist allows for changing layers 
and ensures centralised racking at all times.

FEATURES

> The top of the range all-rounder with seven gear loops

> Slide Lock buckles for rapid tightening and adjustments

> Floating waist for size tolerance and perfect racking

> Three sizes: S, M, L

> 415g (Medium)

> Renegade Pro 2 version with threadback buckles   
 available

Renegade 2 Pro with threadback buckles

S 395g 64 - 79cm 45 - 58cm

M 415g 75 - 91cm 50 - 63cm

L 450g 87 - 104cm 55 - 70cm

AVAILABLE AS Cat No.

enegade 2 - S - MultiCam RENETAC2-S

Renegade 2 - M - MultiCam RENETAC2-M

Renegade 2 - L - MultiCam RENETAC2-L

Renegade 2 - S - MultiCam Arid RENETAC-S

Renegade 2 - M - MultiCam Arid RENETAC-M

Renegade 2 - L - MultiCam Arid RENETAC-L

Renegade 2 - S - MultiCam Arctic RENETAC3-S

Renegade 2 - M - MultiCam Arctic RENETAC3-M

Renegade 2 - L - MultiCam Arctic RENETAC3-L

Renegade 2 - S - MultiCam Black RENETAC4-S

Renegade 2 - M - MultiCam Black RENETAC4-M

Renegade 2 - L - MultiCam Black RENETAC4-L

Renegade 2 - S - MultiCam Tropic RENETAC5-S

Renegade 2 - M - MultiCam Tropic RENETAC5-M

Renegade 2 - L - MultiCam Tropic RENETAC5-L

AVAILABLE IN
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  Super Couloir    
The Super Couloir is designed for ice climbing, alpine climbing, mountaineering and ski touring. It’s light, easy 
to put on (even when wearing crampons, skis or snowshoes) and has plenty of racking for gear and screws.

The ‘diaper’ pull-through leg loops design allows you to put it on without undoing any buckles (a task especially 
difficult with gloves on) or stepping into the leg loops

FEATURES

> Full specification alpine harness

> Low weight (350g for Medium) and minimal pack size

> Twin Hypalon ice screw racking strips

> Five gear loops

AVAILABLE AS Cat No.

Super Couloir Small COUL-S

Super Couloir Medium COUL-M

Super Couloir Large COUL-L

Super Couloir X-Large COUL-XL

S 340g 68 - 90cm 50 - 55cm

M 350g 79 - 100cm 60 - 70cm

L 385g 90 - 114cm 65 - 75cm

XL 395g 100 - 130cm 70 - 80cm
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FEATURES

> Colour coded high tie-in point

> Red colour coded right leg loop for ease of fitting

> Colour coded thread back buckles

> Available in X-small, Regular and X-Large

> XXL option also available, contact us for more details

AVAILABLE AS Cat No.

Alpine X-Small ALPINE-XS

Alpine Regular ALPINE

Alpine X-Large ALPINE-XL

Alpine restraining straps RSALPINE

Alpine gear loop GLALPINE

  Alpine ABS     
This is the classic and ever popular centre Alpine harness with the addition of our ABS buckles. These buckles 
allow fast, auto locking fitting and easy removal of the harness once the session has finished.

FEATURES

> Auto Buckle System (ABS) - a totally captive, rapid and  
 safe buckle system

> Colour coded high tie-in point

> Red colour coded right leg loop for ease of fitting

> Colour coded thread back buckles

> Available in X-Small, Regular and X-Large

AVAILABLE AS Cat No.

Alpine ABS X-Small ALPINEABS-XS

Alpine ABS Regular ALPINEABS

Alpine ABS X- Large      ALPINEABS-XL

Alpine     
This is the original and highly acclaimed centre harness. It has a simple, robust design with thread back buckles 
and a huge range of fit. The central tie-in point has a high position, making it easy to use and also reducing the 
chance of inversion, should the wearer part company with the rock.

Alpine Gear Loops     
Replacement or additional gear  
loops for the Alpine Centre  
harness, useful for carrying  
extra draws or replacing  
supplied gear loop.

Alpine Restraining 
Straps 
Replacement elastic straps to keep the leg loops of 
the Alpine centre harness where you want them.

X-Small

Regular

X-Large

X-Small

Regular

X-Large

XS 400g 40-90cm 30-70cm

Regular 405g 40 - 125cm 40 - 70cm

XL 425g 60 - 150cm 50 - 90cm XS 400g 40-90cm 30-70cm

Regular 405g 40 - 125cm 40 - 70cm

XL 425g 60 - 150cm 50 - 90cm
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  Brenin     
The Brenin is a centre use take on a traditional sit harness. Ideal in situations where a classic belay loop/tie-in 
set up is preferable. A huge size range, and ABS buckles combine to make this an ever popular workhorse.

FEATURES

> Auto Buckle System (ABS) - a totally captive, rapid and  
 safe buckle system

> Colour coded 20mm belay loop

> Red colour coded right leg loop for ease of fitting

> Single sliding gear loop

> Available in Regular and X-Large

AVAILABLE AS Cat No.

Brenin Regular BRENIN

Brenin X-Large BRENIN-XL

Regular 450g 45 - 125cm 45 - 80cm

XL 470g 55 - 155cm 50 - 85cm

X-LargeRegular
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  Bridge     
To increase the ease, speed and security of using a 
sit harness plus chest harness combination, DMM 
have produced the Bridge. This is a special sling 
that connects both components, providing an 
obvious high tie-in point for easy attachment.

FEATURES

> A linkage sling for harness components

> 2 sizes available (Small and Large)

15cm 34g

20cm 42g

AVAILABLE AS Cat No.

Bridge Small - Black MA16LN-15BLK

Bridge Large - Black MA16LN-20BLK

  Bandolier      
The Bandolier is both an alternative and a 
supplement to the conventional harness racking 
system. Some climbers use them exclusively, while 
others mix and match, racking gear both on the 
harness gear loops and the bandolier.

135g

AVAILABLE AS Cat No.

Bandolier BANDOLIER

  Chest Harness    

A chest harness is required when inversion 
is a likelihood due to either the activity or the 
participant and must be used in conjunction with 
a sit harness. The DMM Chest Harness features 
ABS buckles, durable webbing, and highlighted 
connection point.

FEATURES

> Fully adjustable chest harness

> Auto Buckle System - a totally captive, rapid and safe  
 buckle system

> Yellow colour coded tie-in points

> Twin gear loops

> One size, fully adjustable

AVAILABLE AS Cat No.

Chest Harness MultiCam CHEST-TAC2

Chest Harness MultiCam Arid CHEST-TAC

Chest Harness MultiCam Arctic CHEST-TAC3

Chest Harness MultiCam Black CHEST-TAC4

Chest Harness MultiCam Tropic CHEST-TAC5

One Size 310g 75 -115cm
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Diameter Impact 
Force

Weight Colour

Key to symbols

Maximum 
Breaking Strength

Ropes, Cord & Slings

 ROPES, 
 

 CORD & SLINGS

The rope is the heart of the safety system used by climbers 
to both ascend and descend their chosen objectives. When 
en-route, trust in the rope is equally as important as faith 
in your abilities and your partner. 

For 2016 the range has been refined for clearer 
differentiation between models, with each rope having the 
optimum specification for its intended use. We have also 
improved our water repellent process on the new UIAA Dry 
ropes to meet the recently introduced UIAA dry test which 
demands the highest standards of dry treatment.

DMM ropes balance handling, durability, and technical 
performance across a range of models to suit all 
applications from top roping indoors, to long redpointing 
projects, to lightweight expeditions.
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  Crux 9.1mm       
Our thinnest single rope is ideal for pushing boundaries across all seasons and terrains; everything from 
redpointing sport routes at your limit to fast alpine ascents. The triple certification gives the Crux the 
flexibility to be used in twin, half and single rope systems for ultimate versatility. The Crux is the rope for 
when low weight, superb handling, and top flight performance are required.

FEATURES

> Superlight, high performance single rope

> UIAA Dry treated for year round use, improved life and  
 less drag 

> ThermoControl treatment for superb handling and  
 stability

> Triple Certified: Twin, Half, and Single

> Two colourways for effective guiding with clients

INTENDED USAGE

> Redpointing

> Alpine climbing and mountaineering

AVAILABLE AS Cat No.

Crux 9.1mm Dark Blue TBC

Crux 9.1mm Stealth Green    TBC

9.1mm 54g/m    8.7kN (single), 6.6kN (half), 10.3kN (twin)

  Zone 9.8mm       
The modern generation workhorse rope - ideal for sport climbing with an emphasis on performance. Thanks 
to the ThermoControl treatment, the Zone absorbs punishment and handles brilliantly whilst being light 
enough to let you push technical limits with no compromise. A superb, versatile single rope that is totally at 
home on-sighting and redpointing sport climbs as well as tackling trad adventures.

FEATURES

> The ideal sport climbing rope

> ThermoControl treatment for superb handling and  
 stability

> Lightweight single rope for all forms of rock climbing

> Durable enough for working routes, light enough for the  
 redpoint

> Durable construction with a soft feel that makes   
 handling a pleasure 

INTENDED USAGE

> All round rock climbing

> Sport and trad

9.8mm 63g/m    8.7kN

AVAILABLE AS Cat No.

Zone 9.8mm Green  50m TBC

Zone 9.8mm Green  60m TBC

Zone 9.8mm Green  70m TBC

Zone 9.8mm Green  80m    TBC
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  Worksafe Plus 11mm 
The Worksafe Plus rope boasts a tightly woven mantel and twisted core construction. This gives superb 
knotability, whilst also providing excellent abrasion resistance and compatibility with rope grabs and devices.

The Worksafe Plus is the rope of choice for any industrial customer which is a heavy user of their ropes, and 
therefore wants the extra durability and wear resistance which is provided by its superior construction.

11mm 32kN 75g/m

AVAILABLE AS Cat No.

Worksafe plus 11mm x 50m Black  RP911BK-50  

Worksafe plus 11mm x 100m Black RP911BK-100  

Worksafe plus 11mm x 200m Black  RP911BK-200  

Worksafe plus 11mm x 700m Black  RP911BK-700  

  Worksafe 11mm 
DMM Worksafe rope provides excellent abrasion resistance, twisted core, superb knotability and function 
whilst being cost effective. This is the rope of choice for all your general low stretch rope requirements. 
Available in Black or Olive.

AVAILABLE AS Cat No.

Worksafe 11mm x 50m Black RP901BK-50  

Worksafe 11mm x 100m Black RP901BK-100  

Worksafe 11mm x 200m Black RP901BK-200  

Worksafe 11mm x 700m Black RP901BK-700  

Worksafe 11mm x 50m Olive RP901OLI-50  

Worksafe 11mm x 100m Olive RP901OLI-100  

Worksafe 11mm x 200m Olive RP901OLI-200  

Worksafe 11mm x 700m Olive RP901OLI-700  

FEATURES

> Polyamide core and sheath

> MBS: 32kN

> MBS Fig 8 knot: 18kN

> Elongation: 3%

> Shrinkage: 11mm = 4.2%

11mm 32kN 75g/m

FEATURES

> Polyamide core and sheath

> Available in 11mm diameter

> Minimum Breaking Strength (MBS): 32kN

> MBS Figure of eight knot: 18kN

> Elongation: 3%

> Shrinkage: 3%

Low
 stretch ropes
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2mm

3mm

4mm

5mm

6mm

7mm

8mm

AVAILABLE AS Cat No.

2mm Accessory Cord  RP002BL-100

3mm Accessory Cord RP003NA-100

4mm Accessory Cord RP004PR-100

5mm Accessory Cord RP005RD-100

6mm Accessory Cord RP006GD-100

7mm Accessory Cord RP007YE-100

8mm Accessory Cord RP008GR-100

Blue 2mm 0.6kN

Indigo 3mm 2.4kN

Violet 4mm 4.1kN

Red 5mm 6.2kN

Orange 6mm 9.8kN

Yellow 7mm 13.4kN

Green 8mm 16.8kN

Accessory Cord
Our static accessory cords are both supple and robust. Available on 100m reels in seven diameters ranging 
from 2 - 8mm. They incorporate individually bright colours for easy identification.
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  Edgehog 
Designed for use in rope access. The Edgehog fits through deck grating (commonly known as Kennedy Grating) 
which is found in many industrial situations such as oil rigs, chemical plants and refineries. Ropes are fed 
through the stainless steel tubes to give solid, semi-permanent protection in most set ups.

  Rope Protector
Protecting ropes from abrasion is important in 
many working situations. Our new rope protectors 
are extra thick for added protection and durability 
and made of canvas to minimise heat build-up in 
running rope situations.

AVAILABLE AS Cat No.

Rope Protector 50cm  ROPEPROTECT50

Rope Protector 100cm ROPEPROTECT100

FEATURES

> Thick canvas construction for increased protection

> Clipping eye or accessory cord attachment

> Edge bound for wear protection

> Extra wide Velcro for secure closure

FEATURES

> 2 rope slots with rounded, rope friendly radii

> Fixation bolts with adjustments for different grating  
 sizes (17mm spanner required)

> Low profile hex bolts to minimise trip hazard

> Marine grade stainless steel for enhanced corrosion  
 resistance in offshore environments

 ROPES,
CORD & SLINGS



  Dynatec 9mm 
This is the super light end of the range, the perfect sling for anybody who is serious about reducing the weight 
of their rack. The super skinny profile means that you can deal with some extremely narrow threads. A rubber 
keeper holds the rope end of a quickdraw captive while also protecting this high wear area.

22kN

AVAILABLE AS Cat No.

Dynatec sling with Keeper 12cm - Black SP0812ASBLK

Dynatec sling with Keeper 18cm - Black SP0818ASBLK

Dynatec sling with Keeper 25cm - Black SP0825ASBLK

Dynatec sling (open) 30cm - Black SP0830BLK

Dynatec sling (open) 60cm - Black SP0860BLK

Dynatec sling (open) 120cm - Black SP08120BLK

Dynatec sling (open) 180cm - Black SP08180BLK

Dynatec sling (open) 240cm - Black SP08240BLK

Dynatec sling (open) 400cm - Black SP08400BLK

8mm Keeper – 5 Pack STRING-8-P5

FEATURES

> Super light

> Same strength as 11mm Dynatec slings

> Abrasion resistant

> Closed sling supplied with keeper

  Nylon 16mm 
Where weight is less of an issue nylon comes into 
its own. The nylon 16mm has the same strength 
as our slings, but because there is physically more 
material they offer a greater safety margin should 
the sling be dragged over a sharp edge.

The extra width of the nylon sling also has a 
curious psychological advantage. Instructors 
have reported back to us that beginners are more 
comfortable using wider slings, even if the strength 
rating is the same.

If you have to keep to a tight budget then nylon is 
a good option, especially if you need to source a 
large number of slings.

  Nylon 26mm
This is the strongest tape in our range. It might 
not have some of the weight advantages of the 
skinnier Dynatec slings, but if you are looking for a 
sturdy, hard wearing sling, this is it.

The nylon 26mm is popular with outdoor centres 
and groups, but anybody who does a lot of rigging 
will appreciate its strength and durability.
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22kN

AVAILABLE AS Cat No.

Nylon sling with retainer 12cm - Black MA1612ASBLK

Nylon sling with retainer 18cm - Black MA1618ASBLK

Nylon sling (open) 60cm - Black MA1660BLK

Nylon sling (open) 120cm - Black MA16120BLK

Nylon sling (open) 240cm - Black MA16240BLK

FEATURES

> Same strength as Dynatec slings

> Can be knotted

> Suitable for centre use

30kN

AVAILABLE AS Cat No.

Nylon sling (open) 60cm - Black MA2660BLK

Nylon sling (open) 120cm - Black MA26120BLK

Nylon sling (open) 240cm - Black MA26240BLK

FEATURES

> Strongest in the range

> Inexpensive

> Suitable for centre use
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  Nylon Vari-width 
The DMM Vari-width sling is designed to make life 
as easy as possible for the sport climber. It is a 
tightly woven nylon quickdraw sling that tapers 
from 26mm on the body so that the quickdraw 
is easy to grab and hold onto when pumped 
and 16mm at the ends where the carabiners are 
attached so that it loads the carabiner correctly. 
The quickdraw comes with an external rubber 
Keeper to help protect the rope end of the draw 
from abrasion and hold the rope carabiner 
securely for easier clipping. The slings itself is 
available either plain or with a DMM logo.

22kN

AVAILABLE AS Cat No.

Nylon Vari-width sling with Keeper 12cm MA16VW12AS

Nylon Vari-width sling with Keeper 18cm MA16VW18AS

Nylon Vari-width sling with Keeper 25cm MA16VW25AS

Logo nylon Vari-width sling with Keeper 12cm MA16SL12

Logo nylon Vari-width sling with Keeper 18cm MA16SL18

Logo nylon Vari-width sling with Keeper 25cm MA16SL25

16mm Keeper - 5 Pack STRING-P5

FEATURES

> Tapered nylon quickdraw slings

> Supplied with Keeper

  Ripstop 
Try as we might to avoid it, there are occasions 
when we have to rely upon marginal gear 
placements. Whether that’s a small, but crucial 
wire, or a suspect ice screw placement is not 
important. What matters is that we can improve 
the odds of it holding under impact. The answer to 
this conundrum is the Ripstop.

These cleverly constructed quickdraws contain 
sections of weaker stitching that are designed to 
break when shock loaded. Each of the stitches 
that break absorbs some of the energy that would 
otherwise have been transferred into the marginal 
runner. The overall effect is to reduce the peak 
impact force, which is a rather fancy way of saying 
that your gear is less likely to rip.

Keep one clipped to your harness; you never know 
when you’ll need it next.

22kN

AVAILABLE AS Cat No.

Nylon Ripstop 25RSDLL19

FEATURES

> Ripstop quickdraw for marginal placements

> 16mm nylon

> Suitable for summer or winter use

 ROPES,
CORD & SLINGS
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  Nylon Daisy Chains 
Our 19mm nylon daisy chains are 135cm long and 
are available in red and grey or lime green and 
grey.

Please note: This is a specialist piece of aid climbing 
equipment. It is designed to be full strength end 
to end and the pockets are to hold body weight 
only. Do not use these pockets to anchor yourself 
directly to a belay.

  Dynatec Daisy Chains  
We make our daisy chains from 11mm Dynatec. 
They are 135cm long and are available in either 
blue or gold.

Please note: This is a specialist piece of aid climbing 
equipment. It is designed to be full strength end 
to end and the pockets are to hold body weight 
only. Do not use these pockets to anchor yourself 
directly to a belay.

22kN (2kN pockets)

AVAILABLE AS Cat No.

Dynatec Daisy Chain - Gold DC135GL

Dynatec Daisy Chain - Blue DC135BL

FEATURES

> Dynatec daisy chain for aid climbing

> 135cm long 11mm Dynatec

AVAILABLE AS Cat No.

Nylon Daisy Chain – Red DCNYLON135RD/GRY

Nylon Daisy Chain – Lime Green DCNYLON135LG/GRY

FEATURES

> Nylon daisy chain for aid climbing

> 135cm long 19mm nylon

22kN (4kN pockets) R
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Bags

Feedback from climbers around the world and our experiences at the crag led us to 
the conclusion that climbers want a no-nonsense, high quality, climbing specific range 
of bags which cater for their needs without superfluous bells and whistles. We set 
about designing the perfect climber’s sacks: strong yet light, top quality materials and 
workmanship, highly featured for their intended usage whilst maintaining clean and 
clutter free lines - exactly the same requirements we apply to all of our products. This 
concise range caters for multi-pitch marathons, bolt clipping days out, trad cragging, 
and travel to and from your next adventure.

Alongside the sport range, a small range of bags have evolved from our dealings with 
working at height specialists such as arborists, rope access technicians, and rescue 
teams. These bags are typified by their robustness and simplicity.

Volume Back lengthWeight

Key to symbols

BAGS
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  Classic Rope Bag   
Carries an 80m rope and a few extras, the detachable full size tarp keeps your cord dirt free, and the clever 
strap system allows either a rucksack or a courier style carry.

650g

AVAILABLE AS Cat No.

Classic Rope Bag – Black  RB21BLK

FEATURES

> Use it as a rucksack on its own, or convert it easily to a  
 courier bag with the padded straps

> Large rope tarp with colour coded tie-in points

> Zipped valuables pocket

> 31 litre capacity

  Pitcher Rope Bag     
A lightweight, packable rope bag that is both easy to use and super versatile: pack it in a rucksack snag-free, 
carry it as backpack, use it as a rope bucket on sea cliffs, or as an essentials bag on multi pitch routes. The 
tarp design allows quick and convenient rope stashing (thanks Rab Carrington).

FEATURES

> Use it as a rope bag, a rope bucket, a carry on route sack, or  
 nipping to the wall.

> Easy stash tarp system for quick rope packing

> Removable shoulder straps for either carrying as a   
 rucksack or using as a stuff sac in your cragging pack

> 30 litre capacity
AVAILABLE AS Cat No.

Pitcher Rope Bag – Black  RB22BLK

470g
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BAGS

  Transit    
For situations where simplicity of loading is 
important, and large distances won’t be covered, 
the Transit is the perfect kit bucket. The simplified 
carrying system combines with a shorter height to 
make this bag great for stashing ropes and other 
equipment easily. The bags are sized to fit snugly 
inside the Porter and the large document holder 
makes kit identification easy to ensure the days 
tasks run smoothly and efficiently.

30l 690g

45l 782g

AVAILABLE AS Cat No.

Transit Rope Bag 30l - Black BI22TAC-30

Transit Rope Bag 45l -  Black BI22TAC-45

FEATURES

> Heavy duty tarpaulin material for strength and durability

> Single compartment with drawstring closure

> Simple webbing carrying system

> Internal pocket, rope end tie-in loops, and document  
 sleeve for kit organisation

> Reflective piping for ease of locating in the dark

  Porter     
The Porter is a simple, rugged load carrier that is ideally suited to heavy duty applications such as route 
setting, outdoor centres, and rescue teams. Made from a durable and hardwearing tarpaulin material with a 
weather proof closure, and featuring a moulded back system for carrying comfort, the Porter could be used 
for lugging the group kit to the crag, organising kit by activity or for packing for a weekend away.

AVAILABLE AS Cat No.

Porter Rope Bag 45l - Black BI23TAC-45

Porter Rope Bag 70l - Black BI23TAC-70

FEATURES

> Heavy duty tarpaulin material for strength and durability

> Single compartment with drawstring closure and   
 removable waterproof lid

> Padded carrying system for comfort

> Internal pocket and rope end tie-in loops for kit   
 organisation

> Reflective piping for ease of location in the dark

  Tool Bags     
Small on size - big on durability. The 4 and 6 litre 
tool bags were designed for essential kit storage on 
the harnesses of industrial users, and have proven 
equally at home with route setters and rescue 
teams for small kit storage requirements.

AVAILABLE AS Cat No.

Tool Bag 4l - Black BI22TAC-4

Tool Bag 6l - Black BI21TAC-6

FEATURES

> Heavy duty tarpaulin material for strength and durability

> Single compartment with drawstring closure

> Carabiner or belt attachment options

> Two tubular racking loops that double as carry handles
45l 1250g

70l 1420g

4l 184g

6l 238g

Rope & Tool Bags
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Quality & Testing   
DMM’s Quality Assurance isn’t so much a 
process as a way of life. As climbers ourselves we 
understand why the equipment has to be up to the 
task and we strive to build in sufficient reserves to 
be sure that each product delivers when put to the 
ultimate test. We achieve this through stringent 
controls at each stage of production.

In-house testing is a vital asset to DMM’s product 
development and quality departments. DMM has 
various static test machines and proof loading 
machines and they are used for producing the 
technical strength data for each product, together 
with routine batch testing. 

DMM also has a custom built drop test tower 
where dynamic tests are performed to various 
international standards. In addition we are able 
to replicate ‘real world’ scenarios with this facility 
which furthers our understanding of product 
requirements and capabilities.

QUALITY ASSURANCE

The Quality Management System maintained by DMM 
is registered to the internationally recognised Quality 
Management standard, BS EN ISO 9001:2008 “Quality 
Management System Requirements”. Our Mission 
Statement reflects the spirit of this standard and is 
implemented as a matter of Company Policy:

“Together each one of us will make a better, safer product 
for our customers”

Our quality system has evolved and continues to evolve as 
a result of over 30 years of development, investment and 
improvement to all of our activities. ‘Quality’ both actual 
and perceived is our number one objective, reflecting the 
fact that each and every day thousands of people around 
the world rely on DMM products to safeguard their lives. 

Our system is supervised and regularly audited by 
SGS (UK) Ltd (United Kingdom Accreditation Service, 
UKAS, Body No. 005, CEN (Committee for European 
Normalisation), Notified Body No. 0120) and other 
independent third party auditors (e.g. customers, potential 
customers, trading standards and other regulatory 
bodies). This independent audit activity ensures 
continuing compliance with the requirements of BS EN ISO 
9001:2008 & the European Personal Protective Equipment 
Directive 89/686/EEC (the “CE” marking directive), and as 
part of our commitment to continuous improvement.
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QUALITY CONTROL & STATISTICAL PROCESS CONTROL (SPC)

Statistical Process Control (SPC) is a method of quality 
control which uses statistical methods. SPC is applied in 
order to monitor and control process variables. The SPC 
system that we use has been implemented over the years 
and enables us to maintain accurate control over each 
individual stage of the production process. Every operator 
is trained and regularly carries out routine checks and 
measurements to ensure that that operation stays within 
the required tolerance limits.

BATCH CONTROL & TRACEABILITY

Batch production means that components stay together 
throughout the manufacturing process from the moment 
the raw material is issued, during manufacture, to the 
moment they pass through final inspection and into 
finished stock. Our traceable product marking system 
ensures that all products are traceable to all events in 
their manufacture, from purchasing, production, assembly 
inspection & testing.  

STATISTICAL QUALITY CONTROL & STRENGTH RATING OF 
PRODUCTS

DMM were the first company to use a ‘3 Sigma’ Statistical 
Quality Control (SQC) technique to establish and monitor 
the strength ratings marked on PPE hardware.

We test a statistically viable group of samples from every 
batch of products. All products are tested in accordance 
with the relevant European and/or other international 
reference standards. The results are analysed at the 
design stage using our 3 Sigma system to determine their 
rated strengths and, once determined, the rated strengths 
are monitored on a batch by batch basis to ensure 
consistency during production.

Meeting standards is one thing, but our philosophy at 
DMM is to continue to improve our products to exceed 
the requirements of the reference standards wherever 
possible. Using test data derived from destruction test 
samples at the design stage, we can set the rated strength 
of the product with ‘3 standard deviations’ in reserve. 
This gives greater security in situations which might not 
be reflected in the reference standards but may happen in 
non-laboratory or misuse conditions.

INSPECTION

Our team of inspectors have over 100 years of experience 
between them. They inspect hundreds of thousands of 
products over the course of the year. DMM perform 100% 
inspection on all safety critical attributes to ensure our 
products meet the highest quality and safety requirements.

CE MARKING AND PRODUCT CONFORMANCE

The CE marking process is known as Type Examination and 
is an important supplement to our Quality Management 
System. In line with the requirements of European Union 
Personal Protective

Equipment (PPE) Directive 89/686/EEC. All products 
designed and manufactured by DMM, which are classified 
as PPE, are independently type examined and tested to 
the relevant European Standard for Industrial Safety and 
Mountaineering. Only after meeting the requirements of the 
PPE Directive and the relevant European Standard are we 
allowed to mark 0120CE (the “CE” mark) on our products.

BS EN ISO 9001:2008 compliance and CE marking/product 
conformance are monitored by CEN (Committee for 
European normalization. Notified Body No. 0120 (SGS 
UK Ltd., Weston-Super-Mare, Somerset, UK). It is a legal 
requirement that we maintain our Quality Management 
System as part of the PPE Directive “CE” marking process. 
Many products also conform to other international 
standards such as ANSI/ASSE Z359-12 2009,  
CAN/CSA Z259.12 – 2011 and NFPA 1983 (2012).

UIAA

The UIAA stands for the Union of International Alpinists 
Associations and it is a body which promotes the safety 
and interests of all parties involved in mountaineering and 
related activities worldwide. The UIAA publish standards 
for mountaineering equipment which supplement the 
requirements of the corresponding European Standards 
mentioned above. 

A list of DMM UIAA certified products can be found on their 
website: www.uiaa.ch in the link ‘Safety labels’.

INVESTORS IN PEOPLE: IIP

DMM were the first manufacturing company in Wales to 
be registered to the Investor in People [IIP] standard 
[July 1992] and in November 2012 achieved recognition 
to the latest version of this important standard. This 
standard is people orientated and its main objectives are: 
[a] to develop strategies to improve the performance of 
the organisation through its people; [b] to ensure that 
the organisation takes action in order to improve its 
performance through its people; and [c] to evaluate the 
impact of this investment in people on the performance of 
the organisation. IIP is more than just a training system. 
The IIP system is a key mechanism that helps us to target 
areas for improvement in all aspects of the business via 
training and development of our staff.

ENVIRONMENTAL POLICY

One of our continuous goals is to reduce our 
environmental footprint both locally and globally. 
Our Environmental Policy has been recognised by the 
Welsh Government as being the best in Wales for any 
manufacturer. We are committed to:

> Maintaining 100% recycling of our product and waste  
 streams

> Reducing our energy consumption

> Reducing emissions from our factory site

> Increasing the recycling of production, administrative  
 and distribution by-products

> Make a positive contribution to sustainable   
 development

GUARANTEE

DMM guarantees their products for three years against 
any defects in materials or manufacture.

The guarantee does not cover this product for normal 
wear through usage, incorrect storage, poor maintenance, 
accidental  damage, negligence, any modifications or 
alterations, corrosion, or for any usage for which this 
product was not designed.

DISCLAIMER

Climbing is potentially a very dangerous activity. 
Equipment aside, judgement, common sense and 
experience are vital ingredients to keeping you safe. Any 
person reading this brochure is responsible for getting 
the proper instruction in the techniques and equipment 
necessary for climbing and assumes all responsibility 
for injuries incurred by yourself or those injuries you 
inflict on others. DMM International make no attempt to 
offer instruction of any kind, nor should you assume that 
information you read here is an adequate substitute for 
instruction or experience. No claim is made about the 
suitability of this information for any purpose, either 
stated or implied. By reading this information, you accept 
full responsibility for its use, and any consequences of 
that use. 

DMM makes every effort to ensure the information in this 
brochure is correct and up to date. However we reserve 
the right to change product specification when or if 
deemed necessary. DMM International cannot be held 
responsible for any inaccuracies or omissions. If in doubt 
please ask!

CONTACT US

DMM Tactical Manager
Paul Edwards
paul.edwards@dmmwales.com
+44 (0)7880 315763
dmmwales.com 

DMM Tactical Agents

info@brigantesconsulting.uk
+44 (0) 7500 838470   
www.brigantesconsulting.com
Facebook: www.facebook.com/brigantesconsulting
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